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Career Services offers internship help
LAURABELLAMY

SeniorNe-t0sWriter
With snow still on the
ground. most students aren't
even thinking about what they
are going to do this summer.
According to Assistant
Director of Career Services
Melissa Scheaffer. students in
all majors should consider
doing a summer internship,
and Career Services is the best
place to go for assistance.
"It's probably one of the
most important things a student can do not only for their
academic preparation, but also
for their career," Scheaffer
said.
According to Scheaffer,
Career Services, on the first
floor of the University Inn, has
several different resources to
.help students in their internship search.
·we provide a kind of cradle-to-grave guidance,"
Scheaffer said. "However, we
don't get an internship for you
because an employer is not
hiring me, they're hiring you.
But we do assist you."
Scheaffer said one of the
best resources for students is
the Career Services Web page
at www.usu.edu/ career.html
"The Web site is a really
good place to start because it
offers students a chance to
look at different opportunities
by college." Scheaffer said. ·u is
also at the student's convenience. They can check the
Web site at one in the morning if they want to:
Students are also assigned a
career adviser to help them in
their internship and job
search, Scheaffer said.

"Allstudents need to do is
walk into the center and say,
Tm a biology major."
Scheaffer said. ·we take it
from there and meet one-onone with the students to personalize their needs."
Scheaffer said students can
find internship positions on
the Internet. but should work
with their career adviser to
help them get the position.
"In applying for any internship, students should visit
their career advisor to help
them with their resume and
follow-up," Scheaffer said. "We
teach students how to write
effective cover letters and to
write proper thank you notes
after an interview also:
According to Scheaffer. an
internship makes students
more competitive as well as
helping them to secure permanent employment.
"Nationwide, about 70 percent of students that do
internships get job offers from
the employer," Scheaffer said.
"As far as career strategies.
internships are a great idea."
According to Scheaffer. the
average starting salary at graduation for students who have
completed an internship is 9
percent higher than those
who do not.
Scheaffer said internships
are becoming more highly
reg;:mied as several schools,
like Westminster College in
Salt Lake City, require them of
every graduate.
"There are some departments, such as the Business
Information Systems, that do
require students to complete

Aaron Smith, Rex Todd and RichardLllmbert,all USU students, /oakfor internshipsat the CareerServicesofficelocatedon the bottomfloorof

the Universitylnn. TrishaGlowski,an administrativeassistant,providesthem with job listingsand otherassistance.

.Fair:provfd.eSlPb'·opportun!ti~S
nieslsaid
Assistarif
Dl.rec~rof Career
servicesMelissaScheaffer;
"Employers
comefora varietyof reasons,·SCheaffer
said,·some
come to ger·

LAURA
BELLAMY

SeniorNe-.vs
Writer

Seniors lookingfor job opportµnities
and other students fookingto get a jump- the name
of their companyout and s-0me
start on the job market willhavethe
come to lookat potential applicants. They
chance to talk with more than 19() combasically
comefor tbe same reasons ~tupaniesfromgovernmentand it1dustfy
dentstfo.....because
theywantrost'!e
that willbe represented at the Utah State what's out there."
University Qlreer fair.
·
·
According
to SCheaffer.
networkingis
The Career Fair,today from 9 a,m, to3
one of thebest waysto find a joboran
p.m. in the Taggart Student Center • : · .. . internship. .... : . . .
: •·• . . .
Sunburst Lounge and Ballroom. is meant
·· "Alotof titries students are intimidatto give students a chance to network and . ed byit. but it speaks volumesto employlearn more about some big ~me compa~ ers," Scheaffetsaid."It tells them that you
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have initiative, courage and confld~~te.•
· Scheaffer saidstudents cando several
things to prepare themselves for meeting
with a company representative,
"Make sure you do your homework
ahead of time; Scheaffer said.*Havea
resumeprepared that you c.angoand
talkto the businessalx>UtThen
make
st.ire you leave it with them: ·
·Dressappropriatelyand use the
opportunityto talk to the employer
aboutany possible Inte(nShlps.~Sqlea!fer
said "Follow-up is the keyissue here. · ·
MaJ<e
sure you get their c.ardand then
contact them.~

•❖
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Netscape VP gives advice,
talks on future of Internet
JEN TAYLOR

Staff Writer
Randy M. Favero, Vice
President of Netscape
Enterprise Group, AOL. told
Utah State University students
to make sure they enjoy what
they do.
"Life is too short to not
enjoy it," he said.
Favero spoke to students in
the Eccles Conference Center
Tuesday as part of Business
Week.
Favero. a native of Utah,
worked for IBM and started
Integrated Systems Solutions
Corporations (!SSC ) prior to
working for Netscape. Favero
.spoke to students about
change in business and the
future effects it will have.
"Never before have we seen
change like we do today,"
Favero said.
The impact of change on
the work force cannot be
underestimated, he said.
According to Favero. the workplace has moved from a physical to a virtual environment
"The key is how to respond
to the change," he said.
Continual change will allow
success. Favero said.
He advised students to take
their job definition and
expand it immediately by
being flexible, adaptable and
by learning new skills.
"There is a crying need
today for ethics and integrity,"
Favero said. "A stellar reputation is important because the
business world is getting
smaller and smaller.
Relationships are key:
He also advised students to
seek insight from participants
in whichever field they choose

ASUSU council to meet twice a week
• change in structure but a
change in vision," said College
of Business Senator and memIn a long-running meeting
ber of the charter committee
that ended before all items on
Allyson Luekenga. "Maybe not
the agenda had been completa change in vision, but a claried, the Associated Students of
fication of vision:
Utah State University
The committee's proposal
Executive Council voted last
differed from the constitution
night to make two basic
committee's proposal in that it
changes to the council's procedid not aim to restructure the
dures.
council as to voting rights and
The council voted 9-6 to
the basic layout of the council.
·we
approve a
motion that
feel like
would change
MOTIONSPASSID
every
the council's
individual
• ASUSUExecutive
CouncilwiU
".
meeting strucconnowmeet.twiCfweekly
ture from one
tributes to
weekly meeting
the qualito two as well as ❖ •
~allege
se~toll are
ty of sturequiring
dent life
requiredtQrevisetheirchartm
ASUSU college
on camsenators to
pus," she
said. "It's
revise their
charters .
important that we keep this
The motion was actually a
diverse representation."
substitute motion, made by
The constitution commitASUSU Student Advocate Matt
tee's proposal, on the other
Malouf, replacing another
hand, would restructure the
committee's proposal.
council, creating three basic
The motion passed after a
bodies in the council - the
meeting full of the intricacies
ASUSU Senate, the
of parliamentary procedure .
Programming Board and the
The council had been divid- President's Council.
ed into two committees - one
Currently, the council is
to create a proposed change to
made up of senators. legislathe ASUSU charter, and
tors and programmers. Each
another to propose a change
member of the council can
to the constitution.
vote on legislative items.
At last night's meeting. each
Under the constitution
committee presented its procommittee's proposal. only the
posals.
ASUSU Senate - made up of
Much of the discussion was
the eight college senators, the
over motions to amend previchair of the Programming
ous motions, recount previO!JS Board and the ASUSU
votes and agree to adjourn no
Executive Vice President. who
later than 8 p.m.
would serve as chair of the
Somewhere among these
President's Cabinet - would
procedural discussions. each
vote.
committee's proposal was dis·r don't think it diminishes
cussed.
anybody's responsibilities or
The charter committee's
authority because you can still
proposal focused on clarifying
carry out your duties," ASUSU
the vision of the council.
Graduate Vice President Dan
"Our whole idea behind the
Ward said.
change is not so much a
Ward was also a member of
DOUG SMEATH

AssistantFeaturesEditor

ASUSCJ

Vice President of Netscape, RandyM. Favero,spoketo students

Tuesdayin the EcclesConferenceCenterabouthow the Internetwill
affectthe businessworld.
to pursue.
"Decide whafs important
to you," he said. "Recognize
what you don't know and be
willing to change and go with
change."
Favero told students to look
for opportunities to give back.
"The main thing I want to
leave with you is: Stay
focused." Favero said.
·understand what it is you
want and decide how to
accomplish it."
In the future. the growth of
the Internet will explode with

over one billion projected
online users by 2010. Favero
said. He discussed exciting
changes in the future of technology.
"By the end of the year, PCs
will no longer be the main
way the Internet is accessed,"
Favero said.
Soon there will be an
increase in services being
offered over wireless devices.
he said. Personal portals will
be made possible by intelligent home devices and smart
cars will become the norm.

the constitution committee.
Some members of the
council, however, expressed
concern that losing voting
rights would leave some on
the council with weaker voices.
ASUSU Athletics Vice
President Sam Winward said
he has sat on committees this
year with students at large,
students who have no vote in •
Executive Council.
·sad as it may be ... I feel
the administration listens" to
voting council members more
than non -voting students, he
said.
ASUSU Extension Vice
President Steve Palmer also
served on the constitution
committee. He said the
Programming Board and the
President's Cabinet would
serve students by lobbying for
them in the council. He said
that would serve as a representative voice for the students, while each student
would be represented with a
vote by his or her college sena tor.
Palmer said when students
vote for non-senator positions,
they usually vote for someone
they feel would do a good job
in that specific office. He said
they don't necessarily realize
that person would also repre sent the students to university
administration or vote on such
things as tuition issues.
·r think a senator is there to
represent," Ward said. ·1 think
an Arts and Lectures vice president is there" to bring arts
and cultural events to campus.
he said.
But ASUSU Activities Vice
President Mandy Saunders
said students need to be represented in areas other than just
the academic issues senators
are there for.
·1 have been better represented by someone serving in

Jumpto ASUSU.
Page3
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6-year-old shoots classmate
MOUNT MORRIS
TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP)- In
a school shooting made
more shocking by the age of
the youngsters involved, a 6year-old boy pulled a gun
from his pants and shot a little girl to death Tuesday in
front of their horrified firstgrade teacher and classmates .
The boy fired a bullet
from a .32-caliber gun inside
Buell Elementary near Flint,
60 miles from Detroit, striking 6-year-old Kayla Rolland
in the neck. She died a halfhour later.
The boy. whose name was
not released, was taken into
the custody of the state child
welfare agency after the
shooting.
Prosecutors did not say
how they think the boy got
the gun, though they said it
had been reported stolen in
December and was in the

boy's home.
Genesee County
Prosecutor Arthur A. Busch
said there may have been
"some sort of scuffle or quarrel on the playground"
between the boy and girl a
day earlier.
He said five pupils were in
the classroom preparing to
leave for the library when
the shooting occurred . The
teacher was standing in the
doorway when the boy, who
had the gun tucked in his
pants , pointed it at a pupil,
Busch said. The boy then
turned toward the Kayla and
fired the only bullet in the
gun, the prosecutor said.
The boy ran into a bathroom and dropped the gun
into a trash can, Busch said.
School personnel held the
boy until authorities arrived.
A girl who identified herself as a classmate, 6-year-old
Haili Durbin, told The

Associated Press that Kayla
had yelled at the boy
because he spit on her desk
and stood on it. She was
interviewed with her father
present.
School Superintendent Ira
A. Rutherford told reporters
at the police station that the
girl's version of events Was
inaccurate. Police Chief Eric
King said he had not heard
of the girl or her story. He
said investigators had interviewed the children who
were in the class at the time
of the shooting, and she was
not among them.
Regardless of what the
investigation reveals, it may
be impossible to bring
charges against the boy, the
prosecutor said. But he said
someone may face charges
for enabling the boy to
obtain the gun.
"There is a presumption
in law that a child ... is not

criminally responsible and
can't form an intent to kill.
Obviously. he has done a
very terrible thing today, but
legally. he can't be held criminally responsible," the prosecutor said. "We will get to
the bottom of how that gun
got into that little boy's
hands."
The boy is by far the
youngest gunman in a series
of deadly school shootings
that have rocked communities around the country over
the past three years . In 1998,
two boys, 11 and 13, opened
fire at a middle school in
Jonesboro, Ark., killing four
girls and a teacher .
"Where does it stop? Firstgraders shooting firstgraders . The culture of violence is manifesting itself
here with what occurred,''
said Sam Riddle, a

Jumpto SHOOTING.Page14

Study: 200,000 addicted
withminor
·computer
· to online sex material
Leap
.Day_arrives
t:

and how much time they spend
NEW YORK (AP) - At least
200 ,000 Internet users are
there. But very few studies
attempted to estimate the numhooked on porn sites, X-rated
ber of compulsives , said Mark
chat rooms or other sexual mateNEWYORK(AP)- Lines grew at a
rials on line, researchers say in
Wiederhold, a professor at the
Washington•area airportand some CallerJD
one of the first studies to estiCalifornia School of Professional
and paging devices displayed the wrong date as
mate the number of "cybersex
Psychology in San Diego.
Leap Day confused computers Tuesday. ·•· · compulsives. "
He called the conclusions con Check-in congestion at Reagan National
"This is a hidden public health
servative, but significant , "pointAirportwas blamed on a curbside computer
hazard exploding, in part,
ing to a huge number we can't
system used by skycaps, Passengershad to use
because very few are recognizing
ignore."
regular check-in stations untilthe skycap S.YS- it as such or taking it seriously,"
Wiederhold and Cooper raised
tern could properly recognize Feb. 29.
··
the researchers said.
caution about how
John Koskinen, President Clinton's Y2Kczar,
The study , conparticipan ts were
de$4fibMtl1~-9lrport ~:ror ~nd other scattered · ducted by psycholopicked. For the survey .
, 'This is a hidden condu cted in the
glitches around the ~~rf9
a~ minor. He sai~" ! • ' gisf~ af ~fanfor~ :an'd
Leao Da\( was even quieter than NeWYe;;irs r Ouquesne , universispring of 1998, more
.. . i -~71bl~{~eP.l~~
, , than 13,500 visitors to
.)'}~ln .:/' , ~w
m
i• • 'tle!':,''appe:i~·'in
the
"At this juncture. as we expected, we have
March issue of the
hazard exploding, the MSNBC news site
received no reports
of any major problems," he journal Sexual
were asked to answer
in part, because a questionnaire.
told reporters in Washington. "This does not
Addiction and
mean that no one has had a computer probCompulsivity.
Because of such
very few are
lem, but in many cases they are minor prob•
The researchers
self-selection , it is
recognizing it as impossible to tell
1emsthat can be fixedimmediately.''
classified users as
Some problems dealt with display.Some
"cybersex compulthe group
such or taking it whether
Caller ID and paging devices,for instance, dis~
sives" if they spent
accurately represents
played March 1.
more than 11 hours a
all Internet users.
seriously.'
Michel Daley,a BellAtlantic spokesman,
week visiting sexually
Plus, participants
compared the'Caller ID glitch to the confusion
oriented areas and
may have lied or
• REsEARCHERS
•
denied they had a
brought by daylight savings time'.The display is
scored high on a 10SI<\NrORDANDDllQI.J£SNE problem .
automatically corrected the first time callers .
item questionnaire
liNf\rnsmr.s
The researchers
receive a phone call.
about relationships
More significantwas what went right The
and attitudes toward
tossed out incomplete
North American ElectricReliabilityCouncil
sex.
responses or multiple
declared allpower systems in the United States
The study was led by Al
questionnaires that appeared to
and Canada "'ingreen status," The US. airline
Cooper , clinical director at the
come from the same indiv idual.
and banking industries also had no problems,
San Jose Marital and Sexuality
They kept 9,265 surveys from
"Even our oldest computer came up with
Centre and Stanford 's training
respondents ages 18 to 90.
the 29th of February." said Jim Van Dongen.of
coordinator for counseling and
Only 96 of these people, or
New Hampshire's Office of Emergency
···
psychological services.
about 1 percent , fit researchers'
•Management
The researchers found evidefinition for being cybersex
The federal government will monitor the
dence that compulsives have
compulsive.
transition until at least Wednesday,when
more problems with relationships
Applying that percentage to 20
some computers maytreatMarch las Feb, 30.
and jobs than Internet users who
million people visiting sexual
sites each month, the researchers
visit :SC-ratedsites casually.
came up with the figure of
Past studies examined how
Jump_
t:oJ..oo>,Page
7
many people visited porn sites
200,000 .

glitche
·s world~ide
·•
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> Dialloprotest
leadsto policescuffle
PHILADELPHIA(AP)-A crowd of protesters angry with the
acquittal of four white New York City police officers in the
shooting death of an unarmed black man scuffled with police
and blocked rush-hour traffic Tuesday.
The scuffle broke out as police tried to clear a path for the
car of Philadelphia District Attorney Lynne M. Abraham .
Protesters surrounded her car after she gave themets were
marching in support of Amadou Diallo, the West African immigrant who died a year ago in New York when he was struck by
19 bullets in a barrage of 41 police gunshots .
The officers who were acqu itted Friday testified they thought
Diallo was reaching for a gun when they confronted him in the
vestibule of his Bronx apartment building. Diallo actually was
clutching his wallet.
Meanwhile, Diallo's parents , their attorneys and the Rev. Al
Sharpton plan to meet with Department of Justice officials in
Washington on Thursday to discuss possibility of civil rights
charges being brought against the officers.

> 15-year-old
getslengthy
murder
sentence
UPPER MARLBORO, Md. (AP) - A 15-year-old boy. believed
to be the youngest person ever tried for two separate murders in
Maryland , learned Tuesday that he would likely spend the rest
of his life in prison.
"In both of the deaths , both jur ies agreed ," said Prince
George's County, Md., Circuit Court Judge Graydon S. McKee
before sentencing Travis Lionel Savoy to life in prison , plus 40
years for crimes committed within two months of the ninthgrade dropout's 14th birthday.
Savoy was sentenced to life in prison plus 20 years for the
robbery and murder of Javier Eduardo Castillo , 33, a pizza deliveryman gunned down momen ts after he made a delivery to a
Bladensburg apartment where Savoy was a guest.
"All Mr. Castillo ever wanted was to live free in the United
States ," said Peter Torres, a brother-in-law of the victim . Castillo
first came to the United States in 1994, seeking political asylum
from his native Peru .
McKee also sentenced Savoy to 20 years in prison for the
murder of Dominick Elliout Hiers, 16, a former classmate who
witnesses say drew Savoy·s wrath when he failed to return a borrowed handgun.
Although Hiers' mother and other relatives were in the courtroom they d id not address the court, opting instead to have the
prosecutor voice their support for the maximum pena lty.
He is a young man who really has "a lack of conscience," said
Assistant Maryland State's Attorney, William M. Manico.
"Mr. Savoy will probably serve the longest life sentence ever
in the state of Maryland, " said defense attorney Antoin i M.
Jones, contending the consecutive sentences looming decades
into his client's future represent "cruel and unusual punishment," moments before pulling a notice of appeal from his
briefcase.
Jones said the evidence was insufficient to warrant a first
degree murder conviction in the Castillo case, and a flawed verdict of second degree murder in the Heirs· case are grounds for
appeal. Savoy should never have been tried as an adu lt. he
added .
Members of Savoy's family expressed anger following the sen tencing .

> RainsopsSanFrancisco
a record
21 days
SAN FRANCISCO(AP) - San Francisco set a soggy record
Tuesday. the 21st day in February that rain has fallen on the
city. Of course . the record will go into the books with an asterisk. because this February had 29 days.
The city's rainfall total is 23 percent above normal levels for
this time of year, thanks to a series of storms that have
drenched the California coast relentlessly throughout February.
'They're just zinging along straight across the Pacific," said
Shane Snyder. a meteorologis t with the National Weather
Service.
The heavy rainfall combined with a 29-day February broke
the record of 20 days of rain set in 1915 and 1998. The rainfall
total was 8.62 inches for the month as of 4 a.m. Tuesday. That's
well above the average of 3.36 inches for February, bu t far below
the record of 14.89 inches in 1998.
"In December and January we had a big (high pressure ) ridge
over us. It wasn't allowing us to get any of the storms we usually
get. .. Snyder said . That high pressure weather system subsided
in early February and resulted in torrents of rain for the San
Francisco Bay area .
In Southern California, where ra infall also has been steady.
some business owners lamented the showers .
"It's a seasonal business for us. and February is usually our
worst month anyway in terms of revenue . We've be en closed
about 13 or 14 days out of 29 so far th is month because of rain ,"
said Bobby Bae, manager of Circle Marin a Hand Car Wash in
Long Beach.
Roofing businesses, however, have experienced a mild boost
since last week's strong storms stripped roofs of buildings in the
Los Angeles area.
·
"Right now our business has about tripled as far as phone
calls and giving out estimates. But actual revenue has about
doubled than in other, drier months ," said Jay Yu, an accountant
for A&BRoofing Company in Los Angeles.

SNOWBOARD, SKI AND OUTERWEAR

> Bramagnet
openssecret
drugcompartmen

77 North Main,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934

ENON, Ohio (AP)- A magnet hidden in a woman's bra led
state troopers to 22 pounds of cocaine h idden in a van.
The State Highway Patrol said the van had been stopped for a
traffic violation on Interstate 70 on Friday, and a police dog
smelled drugs.
Where were the drugs?
A female officer found a magnet in Eunice Santana's bra dur ing a patdown search. The magnet aligned with a device in the
van's center console, providing access to a secret compar tment
holding the drugs .
Santana, 24, of New York City, and the driver, Giber to Nun ez.
32, of Fairview. N.J., were arres ted.
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"becausethat's where we come from."
The mostlygay membership can be a
good thing and a bad thing, Byrnessaid.
·we can be too gay,"he said."That
Representativesfrom six churchesin
can scare people off."
Cache Valleyshowed their support for
The church, not yet a generation old,
members of the Utah State University
is stilllearning how to be a universalfelPride!Allianceby attending their
lowship,Byrnessaid.They are stilllearnMonday night meeting and encouragingg them to feel welcometo attend any ing how to relate to each other and support each other, he said,but the imporof their services.
tant thing is acceptance.
Eachindividualspoke to the mem"Salvationbelongsto everybody,"
bers about what their church is as a reliByrnessaid. "It'sGod"sto giveand ours
gion, their viewof homosexualityon a
to receive."
denominationalleveland viewof the
BarryNeese,pastor from the Prince
particular church of that denomination
of PeaceLutheran Church, said the
here in the valley.
main belief of the Lutheran religionis
The denominations represented at
"there is nothing we can do that will
the meeting were CacheValley
Unitarian-UniversalistFellowship,Logan make God love us more and we believe
FirstPresbyterianChurch,Metropolitan there is nothing we can do that will
Community Church-Bridgerland,Prince make God loveus less:
Neese said he doesn't think any
of PeaceLutheran Church, the Religious
ch'urcheshave been on the cutting edge
Sodety of Friends(Quakers)and St
of gay and lesbian issues.His church,
John's EpiscopalChurch.
along with many others, has struggled
DavidV.McFarland,a minister from
with the issue of sexualminorities.
the Unitarian-UniversalistFellowship,
The Lutheran church ordains gay and
emphasizedthat they are not a denomination, but rather an associationof con- lesbian individuals,but they must submit to being celibate,
gregations.The focusof the
said,
religionis that God is simple
'Salvationisfor Neese
"Atthis point in time,"
unity.
he said, "theyare requestIn 1973, a generalresolueverybody.'
ed to remain celibate."
tion was passed affirming
Neese said he is not
the inherent worth of all
• PASTOR
KruY~ • sure what the future holds
people.At that time, an
MHROPOUTAN
for this particular issue,
officefor gay and lesbian
COMMIJNllY
CHURCH
but feelsit is a blessing
concernswas established.
that this issue has forced
·we have a 30-yearhistothe church to address the
ry of involvementin gayand
generalissue of sexuality.
lesbian issues,"he said.
At Prince of Peace,Neese said there is
· McFarlandsaid ministersin the fela large group of people who acceptsexulowshiphave performed union cereEric Hale, a PhysicalPlant employee,
al minoritieswith open arms. There is a
monies for gayand lesbiancouples for
drug a chainsawup someof the treeson
group that is fearful,he said, and even
some time, but the associationas a
campusin order to prune away the dead
some who wouldjump into Biblicalrefwhole affirmed gay and lesbian marbranches.The PhysicalPlant has kept busy
erence which he said is often overstated
riages in 1996. He said there are a cougetting the groundson campusreadyfor
and overused.
ple
of
congregations
that
don't
agree
spring.
"Unfortunately,"
he said, "the world
with the association'sstance on the
affectscommunitiesof faith. But my
issue.
"Yougo out into the worldand some hope would be people would be welcome."
people are goingto agree with you and
some people aren't,"he said.
Pat Bohm-Trostlefrom the Religious
Here in Cache Valley.McFarlandsaid Societyof Friends(Quakers)said the
move stems from unrelated financial
there are openly gay couplesand indiQuaker belief is·that the light of God is
losses one of the paper's investors has vidualsin the congregationand they are within
each person. This automatically
suffered.
acceptedjust like anyone else.
callsfor equalitypf all persons,she said.
' Hetji,ngersaid sHestill opes to
Accordingto John McGarey,a pastor
"Equalityfor any person would of
mak~ the h~spaper adaily publicafrom LoganFirstPresbyterianChurch,
course include lesbian,gay,(etc.),"she
tion if more financial backing can be
his religioncenters around the fact that
said. "Tome it seems like a non-issue
found.
God is sovereignand involvedin the
because it's so obvious."
world and the livesof people.
The Quaker religionbelievesin simThe denominationalpolicyfor the
plidty, Bohm-Trostlesaid.There are no
informal and would meet immediately Presbyterianreligion,McGareysaid, is to sacramentsand no priesthood.
welcomeand include anyone who wants
"They"redownrightrevolutionaryis
after the legislativemeeting. It would
to
worship.
However,
homosexual
indiwhat
it is,"she said.
be a "housekeeping"meeting, devoted
She said she joined the church
to announcements and issues specifi- vidualsare not allowedto be ordained
as officersof the church, he said.
because "theywalk their talk."
callyrelated to the council,such as
McGarey
said
there
has
been
much
The ReligiousSocietyof Friendsis an
retreats, banquets and ASUSUshirts.
debate about the ordination of gay and
UnprogrammedMeetingcongregation
Many council members had been
of the Quaker religion.Other branches
concerned that last night's meeting was lesbian individuals.He said he believes
there
is
no
real
difference
between
being
of the religionhave pastors or worship
too early to vote on the proposals.
accordingto the Bible,but the local
Palmer said the council usually has baptizedand being ordained.
"(An individualis)baptizedinto the
branch is one that bases worshipon the
at least three weeks to consider any legministry
that
Christ
began,"
he
said.
individualsin the congregationand
islativeitem before making a final vote.
"Thisis the same ministry that a person their beliefs.
Malouf said his substitute motion
is ordained to. They are so closelyknit"
In Logan,the ReligiousSocietyof
would single out two fairly simple
According
to
McGarey,
a
similar
arguFriends
is positiveon the side of sameaspects of one of the proposals,which
ment took place in 1958 about why
sex marriagesand performs these marcould go into effect immediately and
women shouldn't be allowedto be
riages,Bohm-Trostlesaid.
could therefore be tested before next
ordained.
Members of the Episcopalianreligion
year's officersare elected and brought
"I
don't
see
how
it
can
not
eventually
all
share a certain sense of the goodness
into a meeting to observe.
of the world,accordingto the Rev.Ruth
Still,some members of the council end up as an inclusivething,"he said.
McGareysaid he tries to make the
Ellerof St. John'sEpiscopalChurch.
brought motion after motion before the
The issue of sexualityhas caused
church
here
in
Logan
a
welcoming
and
council,motions about agreeing to
considerableconflictand debate, Eller
adjourn by 8 p.m. or motions to amend friendlyplace.
"You'reall welcometo come to anysaid.
motions that had been brought conthing
we
do,"
he
said.
·so far,we have refrained from legiscerning other parliamentary issues.
lating,·she said. ·we talk a lot and make
The MetropolitanCommunity
Some members of the council called
Church was started in 1968 by a 26resolutions,but they're not laws."
it a filibuster.
year-old
man
who
had
been
excommuEllersaid there are some extreme
In the end, Croshaw said Malouf's
nicated
from
his
religion
for
confessing
voices
in the religion,but they speak for
two proposed changes were not a big
his homosexualtendencies,said Pastor
themselves.The majorityof the
deal and could be voted on and tried
KellyByrnesof the church.
Episcopalchurch is receivingand welout immediately.
According
to
Byrn
.
e
s,
the
religion's
coming,she said.
The motion almost didn't make it to
founder was married with children and
At St John's,Ellersaid she believes
a vote.
was
completely
ostracized
from
the
relithey
are friendlyto everyonewho
Eight p.m. came before the vote.
gious
community
when
he
confessed
his
comes.
There are some gaymembers of
However,the motion was made to
feelings.
He
dedded
the
organiz.ation
did
the
congregation
locally,she said.
extend the meeting until the issue was
not speak for God and wanted God's
The EpiscopalChurch has been
voted on. That motion passed
appredation of who he was,Byrnessaid. accusedof being "wishy-washy,"
Eller
After the vote, the council
The
religion
today
is
a
little
of
everysaid.
adjourned, about an hour later than
·we don't make a law against or for,"
typical council meetings. A legislative one, Byrnessaid.
·we
have
to
be
something
that
sort
she
said."Wejust let people work it out
item on the agenda concerning capital
of
relates
to
all
people,"
he
said.
·we
at
the
local level."
and support for computers was not
Byrnessaid it is important to remenfaddressed and willbe discussedat next have everything from high holy drag to
sweet grass and smudge pots."
ber that churchesare communitiesof
week's legislativemeeting, the first
Byrnes
said
there
is
an
effort
to
make
people and everycommunityis different
meeting in the new two-meeting struceveryonefeel welcome.
"Lookbeyond the label,"he said.
ture.
"Justabout everyoneis gay,"he said,
"Thereare good people in every church."
LEAH
L. CULLER
Assistant News Editor

- Cache Citizen to go weekly
LOGAN,Utah (AP)- After five
months as a thrice-weeklynewspaper,
1 1
the Cache Citizen newspaper will
return to a Weeklypublication sched- " 1
ule imm~iately, the paper anhl>i..h:~d
Tuesday.
Publisher Kathy Heninger said the

ASUSU

Continuedfrom Page1

an activitiesposition or ...athletics"
than by senators, she said.
ASUSUPublicRelationsVice
President Christina Domichel said the
voting so far this year has been consis" tent. Legislatorsvote one way and programmers another, while the senators
are often split.
She said the proposed change would
end up being basicallythe same, with
the same representation, just boiled
down to the senators.
ASUSUAcademicsVice President
EmilyCroshaw said she was also concerned that a smaller number of voting
voiceswould interfere with the balance
of powers the current setup provides.
The parliamentary procedure started
when ASUSUStudent AdvocateMatt
Malouf made a substitute motion. He
• moved to vote on two specificaspects
of the charter committee's proposal,
rather than vote on each proposal as a
whole.
He said many members of the council seemed concerned that if the proposal of one committee passed, the
other would fail.He said they were concerned their own stance would lose.
So instead, he moved that two
aspects of the charter committee proposal - the creation of two separate
weeklymeetings and the requirement
that each senator revise his or her charter to include the ASUSUvision and
the individual role of each office - be
accepted by the council.
The two separate meetings would be
used to improve council efficiency,
• Saunders said. She said the first would
be only for legislativeissues and would
followstrict parliamentary procedure.
The second meeting would be more
.•

--:-----------------------------

. INTERNSHIPS
Continuedfrom Page1
"an internship before graduating."Scheaffersaid. "I don't
know if every major should be
required to do an internship,
but I think it is certainly a
good idea for every student to
consider doing one."
Accordingto Scheaffer,stu, dents should wait until they

are sophomores before they
begin to search for an internship because as freshmen, they
might not have solid career
goals.They also might not
have enough course work
experience to be competitive,
she said.
·1 would look closelyat
your career goals to decide
what kind of internship is
right for you,"Scheaffersaid.
"Then proceed by contacting

J

Area church leaders
and lesbians at USU

In the treetops
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your adviser."
The more internships students have, the more competitive they will be, Scheaffer
said.
"Asmany as you can get,"
Scheaffersaid. ·one is great.
More than one is even better."
Scheaffersaid a big key to
getting a good internship is to
begin searching early in the
year. She said, however,it isn't
too late for students just

beginning their search.
"The internships are still
going to be out there,"
Scheaffersaid. "Youmay have
missed out on some valuable
opportunities though."
She said some years Career
Serviceseven has too many
internships and not enough
applicants.
·some years we have too
many internships and the
positions go unfilled,"

Scheaffersaid.
Scheaffersaid students
should also check with other
resources in their department
to meet with adviserswho can
help them find a position.
"Studentswho use Career
Servicesand work closelywith
their advisersare going to
have better chances, but it
really comes down to a student's initiative to get the
internship,"Scheaffer said.

Students and community members looking for a
career are invited to Utah
State University's 10th
Annual Career Fair today
in the Taggart Student
Center
The fair will be held in
the Sunburst Lounge from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Sponsored by Career
Services, the fair brings
together prospective
employees and technical as
well as non-technical
employers.
Career Services recommends those interested in
attending bring their
resumes to submit. For
more information, see
www.usu.edu/career

> freeactivities
at
HPER
Saturday
The National
Intramural and Recreation
Sport Association is celebrating a birthday.
Students and the general
public are invited to enjoy
a free day of activities at
the HPERSaturday.
Live bands will play
from 1 to 3 p.m. and free
hotdogs and popcorn will
be served from 11 a.m.
until supplies run out .
Free games of volleyball, badminton, basketball, table tennis and racquetball will be available
as well as free swimming
between 11 a.m. and 5
p.m.
Free outdoor events
will also be available.
Soccer will be at 10
a.m., flag football will be
at 11 a.m., utlimate frisbee
at noon and softball at 1
p.m. Horse shoes, tug-ofwar battles and croquet
matches will be at the
cage.
There will also be special presentations by the
Karate club at 1 p.m., the
Ballroom Dance team at 1
p.m. and the Rugby and
Lacrosse teams with times
to be announced.
Free instructional classes in gymnastics, water
polo and swimming from
12 to 2 p.m. will also be
available.
Water aerobics instruction will be given at 10
a.m.
There will also be a
free SK run starting at
9:30 a.m. in front of the
HPER.
For more information ,
call 797-1503.

> Painter
to visit
USU
nextweek
Painter Alan Magee is
the next guest to travel to
Utah State University as
part of the Visiting Artist
Program in the Art
department.
Magee works in a num ber of diverse media, but
is most usually recognized
as a painter known for his
detailed, representational
paintings.
Magee will be at USU
March 6 through 8 and
will offer a public lecture
March 7 at 7 p.m. in the
Chase Fine Arts Center
Fine Arts Visual. Room
150.

The lecture is free and
open to the community.
A reception will follow
the lecture in the Nora
EcclesHarrison Museum
of Art.
"Object as Subject· is
the theme for this year's
Visiting Artist Program,
and a number of nationally and internationally
recognized guests have
traveled to the USU campus for a series of lectures, discussions and critique sessions.
For more information
about the Visiting Artist
Program, call 797-3040.
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Jazz,bluesand funk
In One Earwillbe playingtwo concertsat UtahState
nextweek. Findout moreaboutthem in Friday's
Entertainment
section.
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Music to merge
with technology
TARABoNE

Staff Writer
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Gliding into flight

USU student Zaxh Haddenhamgets some bigair at BeaverMounti11Saturdayafternoon.
Haddenhamand othershave beentakingadvatageof the spring-likeweather, enjoying Utah's snow
while it lasts.

Technology and
music come together
during a free. handson clinic at KSM
Guitars located on
349 N. Main Street in
Logan Thursday at 7
p.m.
"Most college students will especially
be interested." Austin
Weyand, manager of
KSM,said.
All music lovers,
composers and those
interested in the latest
music technology are
encouraged to attend,
according to a KSM
press release.
The clinic will
demonstrate how to
integrate the keyboard with Macintosh
computers and software. Participants will
be shown how to
sequence and access
different sounds on
the Alesis Q series
keyboard with computers, Weyand said.
Alesis Q keyboards
are the top-se11ing
keyboards on the
market right now.

according to Weyand.
They have the capabilities of recording
and sequencing music
he said.
Percussion and string
pieces can be written
and recorded over the
top of one another to
produce an entire
·orchestral sequence
with the keyboard
and computer," he
said.
Regarding those
conducting the
demonstration he
said, ·you couldn't ask
for better experts for
what these computers
can do:
Weyand said John
Carter, owner of the
Logan recording studio 13/8 Productions,
will share his recording, sound processing
and electronic music
skills.
A sales representative for Alesis
Keyboards will present the most recent
information about the
equipment, and Trish
Blair of Computer
Solutions will present
the latest Macintosh
computers.

Making tracks

Leaping past a possible bad day

Student takes unconventionalway to school

MIXED
Nurs/ Justin Berry

DEBBIE LAMB

Staff Writer

For some people getting
to school during the winter
can be a long cold trip. But
for Dalin Tidwell it is a
longer, more enjoyable experience riding on a snowmobile.
"It's who I am. My wife
fits into it and has a great
time too," Tidwell said.
Tidwell is a junior at
Utah State University majoring in Natural Resource
withan emphasis in Fisheries
and Wildlife . Tidwell and his
wife are the managers at
Rocking C Ranch - a family
ranch with activities such as
horseback riding and
greased pig chasing.
"My plan is to work with
the Division of Wildlife."
Tidwell said. "Alot of things
I'm doing here at the ranch
are going to be a part of my
whole life."

Rocking C Ranch is located 15 miles south of
Hardware Ranch on Antflat
Road. Tidwell leaves the
ranch at 6 a.m. each day to
snowmobile to Hardware
Ranch, where he parks his
snowmobile and gets into
his pickup truck to drive the
rest of the way to school.
·we park it there in
where the barns are, where
the Division of Wildlife
keeps their equipment."
Tidwell said. "The rangers
keep track of it. They are
good to watch out for my
stuff."
When you add everything
up, it is not any cheaper for
him to snowmobile in, he
said .
·1 drive a big sled that
doesn't get very good gas
mileage and neither does
my truck." Tidwell said.
·we are at the mercy of
Mother Nature." Tidwell
said. "It's kinda crazy when it

is five degrees below zero or
in a blizzard, it gets real
exciting. I grew up in this
area so I'm pretty familiar
with the trail."
Tidwell and his wife were
married last December.
When they had the
opportunity to manage the
ranch, they felt it was too
good to pass up. But Tidwell
also knew that his education
was too important to give
up.
·on her days off Jennifer
comes down with me, once
or twice a week," Tidwell
said . ·sometimes she comes
with me to class or other wise she does the shopping
and pays the bills. It's a pretty good deal." Tidwell said.
·we·re having a fun time .
You can't beat that:
Tidwell does not see any
people in the morning, and
when he returns he will
occasionally see other snowmobilers.

High adventurefor college credit
The Continuing Education
Travel Study Program provides a way for students to
develop, through hands-on
experience, skills not taught
in a traditional classroom.
According to information
available from the program.
this is accomplished by offering inexpensive one- to twoweek trips to students. These
trips incorporate many different areas of focus to
accommodate as many interests as possible. This gives
students a wide range of
activities to choose from, said
Stanford Smith, the program
coordinator for Travel Study.
These focuses include discovery, history, adventure
and educationally oriented
travel opportunities.
Whenever possible, university staff or professional
members of the community
help with these trips to
ensure a quality experience
and to help build ties
between students and these
individuals, Smith said.
One of these trips was an
activity held last Saturday
with the Mountain Man

Throu8h Continuing Education students live in the outdoorclassroom.

Tracking and Snow Shoeing,
Smith said.
Eight mountain men and
women set up camp Friday
night and students were
brought in Saturday.
Participants learned mountain man lore, fire making,
animal tracking and snowshoeing up Juniper Trail during the trip .
"All the participants had a
good time: Smith said.
·1 think these programs
are really valuable because
you get to participate in the
learning." he said. "You get
real-life skills that are very
applicable. They offer something unique to the university.

"You get to have a classroom outside and the topics
are not traditional," he
added .
"Many times students will
go to one of these trips and
then immediately after sign
up for several more because
they've enjoyed it so much."
Smith said .
The program offers a wide
range of activities through
various sponsors such as the
Bear River Institute (BRI),
Utah Tours and Global
Touring, Smith said.
The next activity with
spots still available is a
Spring Birding in Cache
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So this has to be the year
of adventures and special
occasions . Think about it
- first we had the mock
millennium starting, and
now we have endured a
Leap Day.
I guess the point is this:
We only get one every
four years and we should celebrate, right?
Wrong. The way I look at it, it's another day I
have to deal with .
The real point of the issue is th is: I have
heard a lot of rumors about the whole Leap
Day thing so I was excited about it. I mean I
was looking forward to it, and do you know
what happened? Not a darn thing! Nadda.
Nothing. I went about business as usual. I
guess I was expecting too much. What else is
new?
Ok, the rumor I have been hearing is this:
Once upon a time, long ago, women could ask
men to marry on Leap Day them without feeling like they had broken the very structure of
society in a flash of unfemin ine glory. But that
was a million years ago, and now the who le
thing is just a distant memory.
But the point here is I heard this from a
friend of mine. It was then that I had the stroke
of genius that I always seem to get when something is really a bad idea. I decided that I
would wait to be proposed to and then if it
seemed like a viable proposal, I would make
off l ike Fox's. "Who Wants to Marry a
Millionaire," but without the prenuptial agreement, hype and lawsuits.
Fine, the money (I'm not going to marry a
millionaire) would not have been an opt ion
either, but I guess when you wait for the gir l to
ask you out then you can't be overly picky.
Now before I get everyone on campus in an
uproar over this, I have to defend myself.
I ... er ... I thought it would be OK if some
random girl on campus walked up to me and
said, "Hey, you. Do you want to get married?"
It's not like I want the girl to do all the work , I
just get tired of playing this whole dating game.
I guess it is more that I don't want to wear my

I

heart on my sleeve every time I ask someone
out and then watch as it becomes a door mat
for the high heels of disappoin tment.
In the end, I' ll end up join ing the down-andout club again. Hey, I think I may even run for
president. I think I may have a shot at it too .
But that is a whole different story to deal with,
so I will spare you the gory details.
So, back to the topic at hand I waited all
day for Miss Right to make her way up to me.
I even wore a suit on campus so I would be a
little more prepared for the blissful moment.
Every time I passed a female on campus, I
tried to smile that "hey look at me" smile, but
I failed to really connect. Gee, the story of my
life .
Don 't get me wrong, I have a ton of fr iends
I just don't have a wife. Not that it is necessarily bad, it is just when you grow up in Utah
and are not married by the age of two , something just has to be wrong with you.
After a long, disappointing day, I have
decided that it is not the best tradition. I currently think I could go for arranged marriages.
It would be like going to McBurger Place and
ordering the usual. But then again, do I really
trust my parents to make that choice for me?
I will give you three choices and the first
two don't count.
Ummm ... nope.
It's not that my parents wouldn't make a
good choice or anything. I guess it is more the
fact that I really want to be happy .
I guess it goes back to a Smash Mouth song
that says, "Just when I though everything
would be OK , just when I started to believe
everything was going my way , out came the
cloud from under my feet - crashing back
down to reality ... from here on out, my pet
name would be ex - your ex."
·
So maybe I am happy that it was a normal
day. I guess some things are just better left to
fate. Who needs Leap Day anyway?

Justin Berry is the featureseditorfor The

Statesman . He is enjoyinghis post-Leap day

(eternal)singleness.e-mailhim at
Justinsb26@homail.com

Jazzconc
·ert to swingintoMarch
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

MediaRelations

Two jazz ensembles at
Utah State University will
present their annual winter
concert March 1.
The USU Jazz Ensemble .
under the direction of
ToddFallis, and the USU Jazz
Orchestra, under the direction of Larry Smith, perform
Wednesday at 7·30 p.m. in
the Kent Concert Hall of the
Chase Fine Arts Center at
USU. Tickets are available at
the door. Adult tickets are $3
and USU students with current ID are admitted free.
Many of the musicians in
the concert are participating

a't the Lionel Hampton Jazz
Festival in Idaho this weekend, Fallis said. This annual
event draws jazz musicians
from across the country.
Fallis promises a good
variety during the evening.
from swing numbers to some
80s selections. The Jazz
Ensemble 's program opens
with "Doin' Basie's Thing" by
Sammy Nestico. Three student soloists are featured
next in "Three and One" by
Thad Jones. David Defa is on
trumpet , Megan Bates on
baritone saxophone and Matt
Redd on bass.
The ensemble features a
guest performer in the next
selection , "Tribute to Miles:

arranged by Mark Taylor. The
guest artist is Lou Campbell.
a trombonist from Salt Lake
City.
"Lou is a great jazz trombonist and we are glad to
have him in Logan for our
concert." Fallis said. "He's
active in a number of groups
and has played with the ballet orchestra; I've been
involved in several recording
sessions with him in Salt

Lake:
Campbell is also featured
in the next selection , "Bye
Bye Blues" by Rob McConnell.
Nathan George joins as a featured soloist on tenor sax.
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What ever happened to real music?
INMYWoRI.D
/ HeatherFedrickson
Alright,
enough
with
the
belly buttons and
the falsetto
already.
Can we put
these items back in their rightful places? Preferably somewhere hidden.
There must be something
wrong with the music industry
when looks supersede talent,
mustn't there?
"I'll tell you what's wrong
with the music industry today:
It sucks the ying-yang," Sports
Editor Casey Hobson said.
"Britney
Spears,
Christina
Aguilera and all these little
boy groups - they all sound
the same. That's why Carlos
Santana won six Gram mys. He
sounded different.
"What ever happened to
the days of innovating guitar
solos? What happened to pioneers like Jimmy Page, Jimi
Hendrix and Eddie Van Halen?
Today's
music
is boring.
Everybody just copies everyone else. Will Smith copies
himself. He doesn't write new
music; he just changes the
lyrics to the same song he's
always sung. It's all 'Wild,
Wild West."'
And he's not alone in his
verbose opinions. I agree the
music presented to the listening ear is, soothing and danceable for the most part, isn't but

exactly good. In fact, it's not
anywhere near that. It's just
filler.
Where's the craft? The ingenuity? The art of music? Down
the toilet as far as mainstream,
KVFX radio is concerned.
Spears and the "boys" aren't
exactly what I call quality producers of music.
But that's all certain radio
stations will play in the middle
of the afternoon when connoisseurs of this musical genre
are generally in school, not listening to the radio. And
wouldn't you know it? That's
when I'm aching- for some
Bette Midler, Bryan Adams,
R.E.M., Radiohead
or Van
Halen.
So what's going on?
Granted,
acts such as
Spears, Backstreet Boys, Five, C
Note, 'N Sync, 98 Degrees and
Ag~ilera attract money - a lot
ofrt.
I'll admit that when I was 12
years old, I was head over heels
for New Kids on the Block,
spending every last penny I had
on pictures, albums,
trading
cards, posters and concert tickets, but they were one-of-akind at the time.
This incessant barrage of
boy bands and bottom-half-ofthe-shirt-less girls has gotten to
be just a bit much. It's to the
point now where my roommates and I, and I'm sure plenty more out there, turn off the
radio or TV when their faces

appear.
And that's almost every five
minutes now.
Can this over -saturation of
the market be supported? Are
there enough teenage dollars to
go around? Pretty soon, something has got to give. Someone,
or someone's career, is going to
go downhill fast and be left
with nothing but a few smooth
moves and worn out vocal
chords. Of course , if some of
them could never sing again , I
wouldn't be all that sad , but I'd
feel sorry for them.
How aboutdacking
up the
underagers an sending them
back to high school to gain an
education and leave the career
to later in life when they ' re old
enough and (hopefully) wise
enough to make life-long decisions?
Oh , sure. They're just having fun for right now. It's the
experience of a lifetime, one I
wouldn't mind having. But, the
buildup of popularity must fall
at some point and no matter
how much they say they
wouldn't be crushed, they will.
And then what? Try to make a
comeback like Jordan Knight or
Joe McIntyre?
That would.be sad .
The funny 1hing is, it's not
just because of these teeny
bopper acts that the mu sic of
today has begun to slide.
Mariah Carey hasn't really
added anything novel to the
scene. Most of her vocal aero -

batics are gone, and all people
see of her now is her rainbowed chest at record stores.
Train sounds
like Soul
Asylum, which sounds like
Wallflowers which sounds like
Matchbox 20 which sounds
like Bush which sounds like ...
See where this is going?
This could explain the resurgence of songs like "Last Kiss"
by Pearl Jam. They've run out
of ideas, so they're redoing
classics. I'd rather hear the
original.
And Casey's right. There's
no innovation. There 's no creation. There's
no purpose
behind the music.
Give me ln-A-Gadda-DaVida. Give me Bridge Over
Troubled Water. Hell, give me
Madonna,
or
Weird
Al
Yankovic.
He may be weird, but at
least he's creative.

Heather Fredricksonis the copy
editorfor The Statesman. She
listens to Menudo and still has
a shrine to the New Kids in her
closet. E-mail her at
SLR4H@cc.usu.edu

Inventing a better way of life
DREW FETHERSTON

Newsday
Paul W. Garbo of Freeport.
N.Y,has spent a long professional lifetime in patents and
patent work. gathering 59
patents of his own and many
more for clients.
His patents and expertise
range over cryogenics, metallur'1:f,petroleum refining, gas technolo'(;f, tobacco treatment and,
most recently, pizza crusts specifically.' how to make a I
pizza crust out of Jinguini.
More about this later
Years ago, Garbo perfected
the Tiparillo , a small cigar that
sold well all over the world. His
ideas helped gas companies
generate power without burning the gas. His work on flameless gas combustion is the basis
of a multimillion-dollar indus-

try.
And what has all this yielded for Garbo? A lot of good sto,
ries, certainly, and a wise
appreciation of the risks and
rewards of inventing
-The poor individual inventor has a deuce of a time making money, unless it's a worldclass invention," he says. ·1 have
many patents of my own. and I
haven't made a fortune."
Whatever its rigors and disappointment. inventing has
sustained and nourished Garbo
through an exceptionally long
career . ·rm supposed to be
retired," he says. •rm 88 years
old. and I'm still carrying a full
professional load." He wears the
years with exceptional grace .
Garbo earned three degrees
at Columbia University, including a master's in chemical engineering.
·1 graduated in the
Depression . in 1935. so jobs

were very scarce," he recalls. He
was lucky to find a job that
paid $125 a month. "I was the
second-highest paid in my
class."
In 1945. he discovered that
since patent law was federal. he
could practice it without passing a state bar exam simply by
taking a federal examination .
He did so, and in.January 1946,
he set up a patent practice in
Manhattan .
Almost all of his work since
nas been with companies. ·1 '
shun the private inventor.
because you have to bea thriving business or a big corporation who can do something
with a patent,· he says. ·1 work
with companies."
Individuals do seek Garbo 's
advice, of course.
"I've had people come to
me, and I don"t take fees from
individuals," he says. "At least a
few of them have gone away
feeling that a free consultation
was valueless."
Over the years , Garbo
served as a consultant to a lot
of major companies. particularly in the petroleum field. He
was vice president for technolo'1:1and head of research and
development for General Cigar
Company in Manhattan in the
1960s, and served as a compa ny director until 1978.
He undertook the pizza
work for a maker of food
machinery who for the
moment wishes to remain
anonymous .
Tve known him for about
15 years, and have gotten him
about 10 patents," Garbo says.
"He's now been approached by
a group of private investors
formed to develop new food
technolo'(;f. to form food under
pressure and heat in desirable

Paul Garbo's long career a, an
inve11torha, ,11~tai11ed
and 11
011ri,lzedhim for much of his 88 year,.
ways."
The initial patent covers
machinery to make pizza shells
from cooked pas ta. such as linguini . You feed pas ta in to the
device, it h eat s and presses it
into shape. and out pops a
crust.
The trick. Garbo explains. is
getting the crust un stu ck and
out of the mold in one piece .
The technolo'(;f allows you
to build flavors into the crust.
Garbo po ints out. ··you can use
pasta with sauce ," he says. "You
can embed cheese and other
flavors in the pasta ; you can
introdu ce all sorts of things in
the mix.
Tve h ad several pieces, and
it's delightful." he says. ·rn the
mouth, it has a different feel.
and it's very tasty. The crust
alone is tasty enough ; you really don 't hav e to add anything
to it."
The mach inery isn"t yet in
th e mark etplace , though Garbo
says it has been tested in some
colege dining halls with good
results
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Keepin' pace

JAll
Continuedfrom Page4
Another Sammy Nestico
selection is next. "Broadway"
features students Seth
Nueffer on trumpet and
Nathan Baker on trombone.
The evening's guest artist
returns for his last selection.
"ATime for Love· by Johnny
Mandel. arranged by Nestico.
The Jazz Ensemble concludes its portion of the concert with a Kenny Wheeler
arrangement of ·country
Road."This piece, Fallis

TRIPS
Continuedfrom Page4
Valley course offered in conjunction with BRI.The registration date for that is on
March 9.
Other trips available this
year include: Canyons of the
San Rafael Swell, Climbing in
the West Desert, Tracking
and Nature Awareness in the
West Desert and Peaks and
Meadows of the Bear River
Range: A Backpack.
The next Travel Utah tour
is Body, Mind and Soul:
Philosophies of Healing. This
is one of their spring and

JamiPeterson(front)and TiffanyJohnson,bothmajoringin
specialeducation, spend time using alternateforms of mobility
in an assistivetechnologiesclass.The excercisewas designedto
give students a betterunderstandingof challangesstudents
with disabilitiesface.

.

promises. will be a lot of fun.
Smith and members of the
Jazz Orchestra will present
the shuffling. rocking "Friday
Night at the Cadillac Club"
by tenor saxophonist Bob
Berg, Smith said. The work
features USU soloists Brittain
Barber on tenor saxophone.
Pat Rose on trombone and
Jesse Shafer on guitar.
Alto saxophonist Tyler
Farr is soloist on Bill
Holman's arrangement of
"Stella by Starlight" and Stan
Kenton's "Waltz of the
Prophets· features Barber,
this time on bass saxophone.

Matt Bell on guitar and
Jeremy Lundberg on trumpet.
Lionel Hampton's bluesey
"Red Top· showcases several
soloists.
Vocalist Katy Proudfit was
a huge hit in an October Jazz
Orchestra concert and she
will be back for this concert,
Smith notes. She'll return to
sing Gershwin's ·someone to
Watch Over Me" and Diana
Krall's hit "Peel Me a Grape."
"Asyou can see, a wide
variety of jazz styles will be
performed," Smith said. ·1
hope everyone can join us for
this night of swinging music."

summer programs.
Planned topic also include:
Creative Cuisine &
Delectable Desserts. The
Essence of Herbs and the
Body Mind Connection.
Canoe Cache Valley
Wetlands. East Meets West:
An Iron Footprint Joins a
Natio . Gold Medal &
Gondolas, Zen & the Art of
Trail Maintenance, Flora,
Fauna & Fossils and
Exploring the Old West.
Promotional information
states the costs for these trips
range from $83 to $115. All
offer one semester credit.
Exploring the Globe offerstours outside of Utah . These

range in price from $579 to
$2999 . Up to 10 credits are
available for some of these
trips.
The next Global Tour
available is Grand Tour of
Germany with a due date on
March 24.
The other Globial Tours
scheduled for this year
include a London and Paris
Theatre Tour and Trekking in
Nepal.
For questions or registration, contact the USU Travel
Study/ BRI office at 797-0423
or toll free at 1-800-538-2663
or visit their office in Eccles
Conference Center Room
103.

1155No.Main
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Clinton takes WTO fight on the road
China-WTO argument on the
dor outside Washington to
WASHINGTON(AP)President Clinton said Tuesday make the point that the fastroad. So far. the White House
lobbying effort has been limitgrowing U.S.high-tech econohe is not losing the fight to
bring China into the World
my stands to benefit from vast ed to meetings with both supporters and skeptics from
Trade Organization.
new markets available in
"I do not sense that this
China.
Capitol Hill. where some of
the strongest opposition comes
vote is slipping away," Clinton
He will tour the campus of
from Clinton's fellow
said of his effort to persuade
UUNet. an Internet service
Democrats.
Congress to grant permanent
provider based near Dulles
The White House will probnormal trading status to
International Airport in subably arrange other
China.
urban Virginia.
Clinton also played down
The company,
'They're having backdrops to argue
that the trade deal is
the effect that China's recent
which is part of
a presidential a good opportunity
bellicose rhetoric about
telecommunifor U.S. farmers and
Taiwan might dampen concations giant
electionin
other producers to
gressional support for the
MCITaiwan, and I
sell their wares in
China trade deal. Clinton said
Worldcom,
Asian politics is behind
operates a
have noticed ... China. Siewert said.
China has long
China's "fairly inflammatory
global network
sometimes things said it would attack
in North
statements."
Taiwan if it declared
America,
"I understand that this is
are said in
independence or forthe political season over there, Europe and
politicalseason eign forces interas well," Clinton said before
Asia, and is
leaving the White House for a
eager to
that may not be vened. But in a significant escalation,
political trip to Florida.
expand more
said at other
Beijing announced
The trade vote would end
broadly in
last week it might
the yearly fights in Congress
China.
times.'
wage war if Taiwan
"We want to
over Chinese trade, human
indefinitely puts off
rights and other policies. and
demonstrate to
• Bill. CLINTON •
negotiations on uniis a key step toward bringing
Congress and
VS. PRFSIDEl'ff
fication.
China into the WTO. the glob- to the
And Tuesday,
al trade regulating body.
American peoChina's defense minister told
ple that this is an agreement
Both China and the United
States want WTO membership
that has enormous benefits for the commander of U.S.Pacific
forces that while Beijing wants
for China, and the Clinton
the high-tech industry, which
administration argues that
is one of the fastest-growing
peaceful reunification. China
China is offering a good deal
segments of the entire U.S.
would never relinquish its
to America in return for its
economy," White House
right to use military force to
recover the island.
support.
spokesman Jake Siewert said
On Wednesday, Clinton will Tuesday.
"They're having a presidential election in Taiwan. and I
travel to the heart of the burThe visit marks the first
have noticed, not only in this
geoning high technology corri- time Clinton has taken his

Navy loses track of weapons records
WASHINGTON (AP)The Navy wrote off as "lost
in transit" $3 billion in missile launchers. night vision
goggles and other military
equipment between 1995
and 1998. but in nearly every
case reviewed by congressional investigators the shipments had actually been
delivered .
The General Accounting
Office, Congress' watchdog
agency. said the Navy is
exposing itself to "waste,
fraud and abuse" because it
is not accurately tracking
shipments .
The issue is important,
the report says, because
secret equipment could fall
into the wrong hands if the
military·s system for tracking
inventories doesn't work.
Moreover. a broken supply
system may lead the services
to buy more than they need ,

it says. The GAO did not do
the audit work to prove such
double-ordering happened,
but no one knows that it didn't. the report adds.
"This lack of accountability could cause the inventory
to become vulnerable to
theft or loss and could cause
managers to implement inefficient. ineffective decisions
and practices regarding purchases that could lead to
waste," the investigators said
in a report issued in late
February . Navy officials
"acknowledged that it is possible that purchases could
have been made as a result
of items being written off,"
the report says.
Rear Adm. Keith Lippert.
commander of Naval Supply
Systems Command, said in a
statement that the problem
is largely due to "disconnects" between financial-

and material-management
computers, problems he
expects will be fixed by
November.
The GAO reported the $1
billion per year in Navy losses to Congress a year ago. In
a follow-up report, the
agency disclosed that the
majority of materials were in
fact delivered as planned but that the Navy didn't
know it.
In almost every case
examined, the Navy's supply
command had not been notified whether a shipment had
been received, though such
notification is required by
Navy regulations to confirm
that weapons and other
materials are not lost. But
only when the Navy or the
congressional investigators
probed particular cases did
anyone learn that delivery
had occurred .

LEAP

bookkeepers. internal support
staff," said Tom Kempen,
senior member of technical
services for Schneider. But "the
business is moving along just
fine."
Overseas, a computer in the
Netherlands could not transmit
weather information to the
media, and merchants in New
Zealand had trouble verifying
banking transactions.
The Jakarta Stock Exchange
was closed as a precaution . and
the Singapore subway system
rejected some riders' cards.
Passport agency computers in
Greece and Bulgaria issued
passports with incorrect dates.
At Japan's Meteorological

Agency,weather monitoring
stations reported double-digit
rainfall even though no rain
fell. and 1,200automated teller
machines at post offices shut
down.

Continuedfrom Page2
The government may aJso
announce the fate of the Y2K
crisis center. which cost $50
million for staff and equipment.
Other glitches were reported Tuesday with inventory
computers at Offutt Air Force
Base in Nebraska; a Coast
Guard system that archives
electronic messages and a data
retrieval system at Schneider
National Trucking in
Wisconsin.
"It is an irritation to the
clerks. the accountants , the
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election in America but in previous ones. sometimes things
are said in political season that
may not be said at other
times." Clinton said.
Adm. Dennis Blair. the
Pacific commander . has held
two days of meetings in Beijing
trying to keep communications between the militaries
open ahead of Taiwan's March
18 election.
China's new threats of force
are widely seen as pressure
tactics against the three leading Taiwanese candidates.
none of whom embraces unification on Beijing's terms.
China and Taiwan have
been ruled separately since
they split amid civil war in
1949. The United States
acknowledges China's claim to
Taiwan. but is obligated by law
to help Taiwan maintain an
adequate defense.
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Childbirth Education and
Professional Labor Support

statesman.usu
.edu

<Do1Lia)
Services
c.ailCluistina@245-mI

in concert :

Monday/Tuesday March 6-7, 8:00
$5/$3 with student ID

Tickets at USU Ticket Office
Eccles Conference Center,
USU Campus
CLASSICAL
JAZ.Z BLUESCELTIC BLUEGRASS

Just in case
the ski bum thing
doesn't work out.
..
Kaplan gets you in._

For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools
of their choice. Whether you're facing the LSAT, GMAT, GAE, MCAT or TOEFL*,
take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want.

Classes start March 22. Call to enroll!

KAPLAN

~
In teat ac1e,

~

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword:kaplan
'TMt namea are the reglltorad trad&mar1tof the EducationalT8StingService

Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelltswhere
you can create
a beautifulpiece
of jewelryas
uniQueas
your love.

All engagement
rings$ I5000
forthegold
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Swinging for the fences
Aggies looking to imporve on last season's 8th
place, 8-16 finish in the Big West Conference
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

USU'sHeather Curtisgets jammed
on this pitch during battingpractice
at LeRaeand LaGrandJohnsonField
on Feb.2. The softballteam
does not play at homeuntil
April 1.

The Utah State University
softball team has a lot to look
forward to this season. After a
strong showing at two of the
premier college softball tournaments, the young team looks to
improve on last year's 17-33 record.
Six of the nine starting positions
will be filled by new players this season as
only Tiffany Pugmire. Sandy Taylor and
Breanne Nickle return from last year's
starters.
The empty spots will be filled
with freshmen and sophomores 13 players are in only their first or
second year at USU. and some
people might consider this to be
one of the reasons USU was
picked to finish last in the Big
West coaches preseason poll.
But that apparent weakness of youth could be one of
the Aggies· biggest strengths.
"It's a real fun bunch."
head coach Pam McCreesh
said. "The chemistry
is tremendous.·
This is
McCreesh's third
year at the helm of
the Aggie softball

Pitching staff both·young
and old, primedfor season
surgery during the off-seaSports Writer
son.
Oelschlager said she
Control, speed and intelli- expects good things from the
gence.
staff this season and gave a
rtfln'!sc
a1e'W'~M'thf""""'
-~ briefscouting report on each
atf:tibutes that makea qua1i- pitcher.
ty pitcher, and Utah State
AmySettlemier~
senior
University assistant softball
from Kelso. Wash:,is exc:elM
coach Kim Oelschlager said
lent at keeping the batter off
she thinks the Aggie pitching balance with her curve and
staff has many of them.
change~up. · ·
.
The USU pitching staff
KellyWarn.er:
junior from
consists of five pitchers: one
San Diego, Calif, is good at
senior. one junior, two
keeping the ball low which
sophomores and a freshman . should help herin a league
Oelschlager said she
like the BigWest Conference
thinks pitchers need to have
- a league with hitters who
more than just a good arm
thirst for high pitches.
and accuracy to compete in
Kristin Hom.mel:junior
Division-1A softball. She said from Prescott. Ariz...js the
they need to throw off-speed fastest thrower on the staff.
pitches, have excellent ball
Hommel averages 62 mph
movement and knowledge of and has a reputation for hit•
the batter to keep her off
ting her spots. Her control
balance.
aJlows her to set-up batters
Oelschlager said this seaand pitch out of jams.
son·s pitching line-up is
CandeeBowden:
sophomuch stronger and has more
more from Salt Lake Oty, has
mental toughness than last
greataccuracy and a strong
year's squad. They are also
curve-ball.
· •
much healthier. Lastyear's
XochitlRamirez:
freshman
pitching staff suffered from
from Diamond Bar, Calif.,
various injuries. some of
bas great control an<l is
which required corrective
smart with the batters,

team after spending two years as an assistant
coach at USU in 1993 and 1994. In her first
two years. she has compiled a 33-58 record
(18-34 in the Big West Conference).
The Aggies are already 4-6 after competing well at the Fiesta Bowl Tournament in
Tempe, Ariz. and the Red Desert Classic at
St. George. Four of those six losses were to
ranked teams. The four wins are a good sign,
as USU only notched one win in their first
15 games last season.
McCreesh said she still sees a lot of room
for improvement.
The team should continue to gel as they
keep playing on the road until April 1 when
they open against the University of the
Pacific. During Spring Break, USU will be on
the road in California, competing in San
Jose's NIST Tournament as well as the
Sacramento State Tournament and a stop at
St. Mary's College - all in 11 consecutive
days on the road.
They will have no choice but to gel,
McCreesh said.
After opening the Big West season at New
Mexico State University in back-to-back
games. USU returns home against Pacific
(ranked 31st in the preseason coaches' poll)
for their opener at LaRae and LeGrand
Johnson Field.
The team has been together since
September when they practiced for four
weeks. Most of the team lives in the dorms,
and they all lifted weights together during

the winter.
The lone senior on the young squad is
Taylor, who has been a mainstay at first base
for USU over the last three years. batting
.316. She already has a .357 batting average
this year with two home runs, putting her
within two of the USU career record.
But even those stats are not indicative of
what she can do, McCreesh said. Look for
her to carry the infield. she said.
Voted as team captain in only her sophomore year, catcher Nickle is the team's vocal
leader, McCreesh said. She and Taylor were
the only players to start all 50 games last
year. Nickle will try to improve in catching
base stealers thjs year. She has already hit
two homers this season.
Back-up Amanda Carlson is injured and
will redshirt her freshman year.
Third baseman Stephanie Vasarhely
already looks like one of USU's top players
coming out of the freshman class. In Tempe,
she batted .385 - second-best for USU.
"She filled a big void for us at third base."
McCreesh said.
Sophomore Heather Curtis will start at
shortstop for USU. Only batting .175 in 48
games last year, the Aggies will rely on her
glove which is the best in the infield,
McCreesh said.
A starter at second base is still up for
grabs. Freshman Eva Dejarnette and
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USU just shy of perfect conference record
WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

STEPHANIE
HALL

USUpoint guard BernardRock(with ball) looksfor an open man during the Aggie's victory
over GlobalSports on Nov. 5. Rockhas led the Aggies to a 23-5 recordoverallthis season.

The Utah State University men's basketball team will be looking to make some
more history this weekend in its final two
regular season games at home .
The Aggies (14-0 Big West, 23-5 overall)
have set school records this year for best
start, quickest team ever to win 20 games,
most road victories in a row (currently
eight) and the best February month ever
(8-0, breaking the 7-1 mark set by the
1993-94 team). USU could become just the
third Big West team to go through conference play without a loss.
The other two teams to accomplish that
feat were the University of Nevada at Las
Vegas (five times under the direction of
Jerry Tarkanian) and Long Beach State
University. which accomplished it twice
with Tarkanian and once with Lute Olsen
(1973-74),who is now the head coach of
third-ranked University of Arizona.
In order for USU to do it, it will have to
contend with its two Eastern Division foes
of the BWC from the Gem State: the
University of Idaho (Thursday night at
7:05) and Boise State University (Saturday
night at 7:05). Both games are in the
Spectrum.
Saturday night's game against BSU will
be senior Troy Rolle's final home game.
But for right now, the Aggies are solely
keying on the Vandals (6-8, 12-14),who
are looking forward to the challenge of

JumptoPIBm;r. Page9

Three words Dick Vital must learn: Utah State University
flNALJNE
/ WadeDenniston
The
Utah
State University
men's basketball
team has already
won 14 in a row,
good enough for
the
nation's
longest winning
streak - and a
school record.
With two more straight wins, the
Aggies can wrap up their first perfect
season in the Big West Conference at
16-0.
Five more consecutive victories
(three coming in the Big West
Conference Tournament) will ensure
Utah State as being the outright conference champions and earn it an
automatic berth into the NCAA
Tournament.
However, because of their strong
play throughout the season (23-5 overall), many people, including those at
ESPN.com, say the Aggies are already
guaranteed a spot in the Big Dance,
even if they don't win the conference
tourney in Reno, Nev., March 9 to 11.
Don't believe me? Here's what
ESPN.com's Andy Katz had to say on

Monday in the Weekly Watch, where wants to see them lose anytime soon? Tournament game between the two forward Shawn Daniels trading baskets
he breaks down the week that was and
For the fun of it, let's say USU runs teams in the first round.
and blocks. The turning point in the
the tables and wins the next five, assurwhat will be coming up:
Revenge is sweet as junior guard game comes when USU sophomore
ing it a spot in the Big Dance. Bernard Rock shuts down the Terps' forward Brennan Ray enters the game
"OK, enough already . Put
the Aggies in the field of 64 if
After that, if the Aggies won Juan Dixon, and the Aggies are able to and gets into the heads of the Cincy
'Put the
six more in a row (giving them pull away for a 77-66 victory.
players, who crumble after that.
they win theirfinal two home
25 consecutive to end the
In the Sweet 16, Utah State is pitted
Final score: Aggies-83, Bearcats-70.
games against Idaho and
Boise State. Utah State (14-0 Aggiesin the season), they wi 11 be the against Michigan State University, On to the Final Four, where Utah State
wnich was considered a favorite to upsets Tennessee, 79-77, after junior
Big West) is one of three fieldof 64 if NCAA champions!
teams (Cincinnati and Penn
Let's look into the crystal win it all at the start of the season.
center Dimitri Jorssen tipped in a shot
are the others) that has a theywin their ball and see what the Aggies
With Magic Johnson on hand to at the buzzer.
chance to go undefeated in
II have to do to become cheer on Mateen Cleeves and the rest
After Indiana pulled off an upset
final two wi
its conference. If the Aggies
national champs, as the of the Spartans, Aggie senior forward over Duke in the other semifinal game,
finish 25-5 and 16-0 and homegames brackets are currently broken Troy Rolle and sophomore guard Tony _the Hoosiers and Aggies meet for all
don 't win the Big West tourdown, beginning with the Brown combine for 13 3-pointers and the marbles.
nament title, they should still againstIdaho Jayhawks. Granted, it's still a lead USU to a 72-69 upset.
Star Hoosier A.J. Guyton can't do
get a bid. If they don't, it will
little bit of a fantasy, but just
Rolle buried a 3-pointer at the much of anything following a 37-point
andBoise rolI with me here.
buzzer to beat MSU, erasing the disap- performance against the Brue Devils.
be a crime, regardless of their
Utah State's tremendous pointing memories from the University
Utah State's bench is able to
final RPI."
State.'
defense spoils the title hopes of Florida game at the Maui outscore IU's 24-21, with junior forAnd if the Big Dance
of Kansas, 65-59. The Invitational, when he was clearly ward Curtis Bobb leading the way with
began today, Joe Lunardi, in
Jayhawks are held to just 37.8 fouled going up for a game-wining a career-high 16, including four 3an
article
special
to
• ANDI'
KATz
•
ESPN.com, has Utah State
ESPN.COM percent from the field, while three, but no call was made and USU pointers.
the Aggies shoot 47 percent, lost.
listed as the 11th seed in the
The five Aggie starters each score in
and repeat their performance
Suddenly finding themselves in the double figures, with Daniels leading
Midwest Region (March 16,
Minneapolis, Minn.) going up against at the free-throw line from an earlier Elite Eight, the Aggies have the honor the way at 21, Rock following at 13,
game (at the University of Nevada) and of taking on Kenyon Martin and the Rolle and Brown each with 12, and
No. 6 Kansas University.
While it is very likely the Aggies nit 15 in a row .
rest of the Bearcats from Cincinnati.
Jorssen at 11. USU connects on an
will get into the NCAA's without winUp next for USU will be Maryland,
The game is a slugfest right from the
ning the Big West tournament, who a rematch of the 1998 NCAA get-go, with Martin and Aggie junior Jumpto Ell'WJNE.
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series with the Vandals, 11-9,
including a 67-60 victory Jan. 30 at
Continuedfrom Page8
the Kibbie Dorne in Moscow,
Idaho.
Morrill knows how close USU
playing the hottest team in the
came to losing the first contest
nation.
with Idaho and how important it
"Achampionship team has a
coach's philosophy and a team phi- will be not to overlook the Vandals
losophy, and they happen to be the the second time around.
·r watched the Idaho tape
same," said Idaho head coach
(Monday) and with two and oneDavid Farrar. "When they get sidehalf minutes to go. they score and
ways, they work and fuss and do
go up one." Morrill said. "The thing
everything they have to do to get
that we need to do that we'll talk
back on the same page. I think
about ... is just because we are play(Utah State) has done a better job
of it than anybody in the league ... ing at home. (we can't) automatically think that's a W. We need to
I'm tickled that they continued
know better than that. We need to
their unbeaten streak.
know that we're going to have to
"(USU)certainly deserves a big
play to win.·
hand and compliments for uniting
And one of the things the
and being together. Their coach
Aggies will have to do to ensure
and coaching staff have done an
their 15th straight victory is guard
excellent job with that group."
against the Vandals' athleticism,
Farrar also said he knows the
especially senior guard Gordon
Aggies could be beat.
Scott. who had a game-high 19
"It's a beatable team - not necpoints in the first meeting this seaessarily by us. but by someone." he
son.
said. "We will relish the opportuni"I think Idaho has as good of
ty to go into a very difficult circumathletes as anybody in the league,"
stance - perhaps the best in the
league - and see what we can do." Morrill said. "I mean explosive-type
athletes."
Morrill, like Farrar, knows USU
Utah State will also look to overcan be beat at any given time,
come its disappointing finish in the
including at home where the
Aggies are 13-1 this season (51-3 vs. University of North Texas game
last Saturday, which saw the Mean
the last 54 opponents). USU's one
Green erase a 20-point second half
loss was against Brigham Young
Aggie lead and cut it to three
University on Jan. 8. The Aggies
points on several different occahave not lost since.
sions before the Aggies finally put
"I agree wholeheartedly, and I
have all along," he said. "We can get the game away.
"Some of our best basketball was
beat any night out, and I think
played last weekend," Morrill said.
that's what Dave was saying ... I
"And that's exciting to-me. We sure
heard Rick Majerus say earlier this
need to learn from that relaxing
year, when we were playing (the
period where we did some really
University of Utah). and we had
stupid things.
beaten them the year before so we
"We will not quit trying to get
had their attention. 'We don't autobetter, and we will not quit showmatically win because we have
ing our guys the things we need to
Utah on our chest.·
do better. We do that every week,
·r think the same thing's said.
we show them good and bad.
'You don't automatically win
because your at home.' That would There will be some bad clips from
last weekend, as far as the end of
be a really poor assumption.·
that North Texas game."
However. playing in Logan has
Morrill said the team is still paybeen a difficult task for the
ing attention to him and his coachVandals, who have never won here
ing staff, trying to improve on the
(0-3).unless they did so prior to
things they need to do better.
the 1958-59 season.
which has been one of the keys to
Idaho nearly won on the
their success this year.
Spectrum floor last year. as USU
"They've continued to listen,"
was able to escape with a 68-67
Morrill said.
victory.
And execute as well. which is
The Aggies lead the overall
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SOFTBALL

PERFECT

Continuedfrom Page8
Danielle Rodriguez will battle for the final
position in the infield. Rodriguez is nursing a shoulder injury and did not practice
this week, but she will play this weekend
at St. George. DeJarnette is currently second in batting average (.320) for the
Aggies.
The only veteran in the outfield is
sophomore Pugmire. The lead-off batter
and starter at center field, Pugmire struggled at Tempe, but she should be a force
at the plate as she had the highest batting
average of any returning player.
"She runs like a deer," McCreesh said.
"She does an awesome job at center."
The rest of the outfield will be filled by
freshmen. Aimee Johnson (converted
from third base) will start at left field and
Christina Conrad and Markean Neal will
battle it out for right field.
USU will call on five pitchers this season. The most experienced two are senior
Amy Settlemier and junior Kelly Warner.
who pitched an eight-inning shutout
against Tulsa Saturday. Rounding out the
list are sophomores Kristin Hommel and
Candee Bowden as well as freshman
Xochitl Ramirez.

flNALINE
Continuedfrom Page8
amazing 13 3-pointers, en route to the 88-81
victory.
What a season!
But do you think the Aggies are looking
that far into the future?
Nope. Utah State head coach Stew MorriII
will have the team focus solely on the next
game at hand, which is Thursday night at
7:05 at the Spectrum against Idaho.
In fact, since the start of the season, the
Aggies have always focused on playing their
next opponent instead of looking past them,
whicb is assuredly one of the many reasons
the team has had so much success this year.
"We've done a pretty good job of just trying to play our next opponent, and that is kind
of the way I prefer to approach it," Morrill told
the local media prior to USU's game at the
University of Nevada earlier this season. "You
look in our notebook, and we have one goal,
and that is to win our next game. That is what
our goal is."
Congratulations on a successful season
Aggies, and keep it rolling!

WadeDennistonis the seniorsportswriterfor
the Statesman. E-mailhim at waded@pcu.net.

USU'sDion Baileylays it in with NAU defenders on his tail on Dec. 9 in the Spectrum.
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Time to Rolle: USU guard to bid farewell this week~nd~ ·
there were two things that stuck out the
most.
"One is it's something I'll probably
never forget."he said. "My room is facing
He's done it all for the Utah State
this mountain. and I just sit in my chair
University men's basketball team during
and look at the mountain, and see how
the past two seasons.
Whether it be electrifying, high-flying, beautiful a structure it is. It brings a
peace over me."
acrobatic moves or burying
thing Rolle said
long-range bombs from the
'I don't carehow he'llAnother
always remember
perimeter, senior forward
Troy Rolle has given Aggie
you lookat it, Jesus about his time as an Aggie
will be the fans.
fans many a reason to cheer.
hadhis handson
"The fans have been
And though he has only been
good
to me," he said. "They
in Logan for three years (sat
this team.'
have been real supportive
out as a redshirt in '97-98),
in cheering us on and
the 6-foot-2 Rolle will be play•TROYRow:•
doing all those great things
ing in his final home games
USUGU.\RD
that players love. Anybody
this weekend when Utah
should love to come and
State hosts the University of
play here because this is a
Idaho on Thursday and Boise
good atmosphere.
State University Saturday.
"Youhave good people, too, ... that just
·1just want to come out and treat it
want
to come and watch the game and
like any other game: Rolle said of playhave fun."
ing in the Spectrum two more times. ·r
And the people he has met while in
just want to come out and play hard,
Logan are who Rolle will remember most.
maybe look to do a little more on the
he said - especially his pastors.
offensive end to try and get my team
"It's been a blessing for me because
going.
they showed me a lot of things (such as)
"I'm just going to go out and try to
how to have a relationship with God."
have fun these last two games. I'm not
Rolle said. "That's been one of my main
looking to do too much. I'm not looking
things that I've really thanked God for. is
to show too much. either."
to have men of God here in Logan.
While he has had his share of memoThat's been a blessing for me.
rable experiences at USU. Rolle said
WADE DENNISTON

SeniorSports Writer

"This whole state has actually been a
blessing for me because I've learned
more about other people's religions, and
I've learned more about how to be sensitive to other people's thoughts and how
they feel about the things that they do.·
In his two seasons, Rolle has started
every game he has ever suited up for. He
was second on the team in scoring last
year at 13.4 points per game and has
helped lead the Aggies to 14 consecutive
wins this year, as well as the Eastern
Division championship of the BigWest
Conference - something no one expected them to do.
"That's nothing but Jesus."said Rolle,
who would like to get into the ministry
after graduation. ·1 don't care how you
look at it Jesus has his hands on this
team, and I'm just so grateful to be a
part of it - grateful to have guys that are
willing to come out and play hard and
put forth an effort·
Rolle said it was USU's trip to the
Maui Invitational at the beginning of the
season that helped the team finally gel.
·1 think it was the weather." he said.
·we seemed to get a lot closer. We had a
lot of fun just running around. (When)
stuff like that goes on, you get to start
liking each other, and you want to help
each other out on the court too. It's a
good thing. I've come closer to the guys
.--...;..1----l~ ______
_.!cl
since then - on the court and off."
USU'sTroy Rollegoes in for a finger-rollagainst NAU Dec. 9 in the Spectrum.
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breakbones
USU
competing
in NCAA
tourneyCatchers
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Sports Writer
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The Utah State University
hockey team is in Indianapolis
this week to compete in the
NCAA Division II tournament.
Teams participating are
., divided into four pools of four
E teams each. The winner of each
.;, ., , ;· ..;·, ~ pool determines which teams
~ will ~lay in ~he semifinals.
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and M1am1
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Central Michigan is the
USU'sScott Hanceypushesoff of his defenderin pursuit of the puck against WeberFeb.18 at the Ice
number one seed from the
Sheet in Ogden. USU defeatedWeberon Saturdayin Ogdento win the RCHMA championship.
Midwest. The Aggies beat them
. ,. .

..

,. ·

,. '· ,. n.

i::5 M1Ch1ganUniversity

m spring
training

two years ago in the tournament.
"No one knows what to think
of the other teams at nationals," USU assistant captain Nate
Anderson said.
Teams will play opponents in
their pools Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday with the
semi-finals Saturday morning
and the championship game
Saturday night.
Anderson is confident his
team can reach the semifinals if
it plays like it did against Weber
State University on Friday,
incorporating a good attitude.
sound passing and solid
defense.

(AP) - It was a bad day for
catchers at spring training. with
Brook Fordyce of the Chicago
White Sox and Tom Lampkin of the
Seattle Mariners learning injuries
will sideline them for 4-6 weeks
each.
Fordyce broke a bone on the top
of his left foot during an intrasquad
game Tuesday in Tucson, Ariz., feeling it crack when he tried running
from first base to second on a pitch
in the dirt.
"I don't know what happened,"
Fordyce said. "I felt a crack and
then it felt like my foot split in
half."
'
'

INTERVIEWS
Atlagoon
Friday,March 3, 2000
4:30 p.m.
Ages: 15 and older**
LIFEGUARDS
OHLY

At Farmington Jr. High
Sat., March 4, 2000
Sat., March 11, 2000
9:00a.m.
Ages: 15 and older•••

Lagoon lnter,11ewswill be held 1n the Maintenance/Warehouse Building.
Applicants should enter on the west side of the building.

It's what IUN Isl

Lag:en
For more information, call 801 -451 -8187
'16 yearsand older. .. Applicantsmust be at least16 yearsola by JuneI, 2000.
, .. Applicantsmust be at least 15yearsold ~YJuneI, 2000.
Employees
who completethe seasonmay be eligible for endof seasonbonus.
SchoolCreditavailablein Dav,s,Weberand MorganCountiesthroughSchool•to•Careers
Programfor worl<1ng
at Lagoonthis summer. SeeSchoolCounselorfor deta,ls
1
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storiest travel
agencies and
trips to Ireland

DIDN'TLeT
1HeScREEN
DOORlUT
HiM,.,,

1.461
Chaneevery
personhas at
beingborn on
Feb.29.

IN lllE HEADUGt--TTS
/ BrycePetersen

187,000

Instincts
should
some times be
given a

the space bar.
A new picture would
come onto the screen and a
Number of
whole flood of lines would
.Americanswho
come back to him. Once in
I i t t I e a while I would force
are LeapDay
his
m o r e myself in between
babies.
weight. I words.
called
"Do you need pictures,
the number and expressed do you need descriptions of
my interest in writing about pla.ces and people and
experiences and places in things, ideas on how to
save money or nice places
Ireland.
Date Roman
I said I had been there to go?" I asked. "I know the
astronomers
before and would be there place better than some and
again. I asked if I could
have practiced with the
measuredthe
help their agency in some written word more than
solaryear as
others."
way.
"Um, it would be nice to
The man's smile and
R.E.M., Radiohead, etc., I agree that
365 days and
get an article about us in
selective hearing showed
the sort of vapid teeny-bopper fodder
six hours.An
the newspaper," he said.
that these posers vainly attempt to pass right away.
"You're a young person, "How much pull do you
extra day was
off as music is an embarrassment to the
industry. The day I received my issue a self starter, who likes to have over there at the
addedto
of Rolling Stone with the Backstreet Boys disgracing the travel," he said. "I can meet newspaper?
"By the way, we also
Februaryevery
cover as the reader's poll artist of the year for 1999, I you and discuss what we
can
do
for
each
other
this
have
20 percent discounts
decided
once
and
for
all
that
I
would
not
be
renewing
I would like to commend Laura Bellamy for her artifourth year to
on five-star hotels."
afternoon."
cle urging students to run for office and vote in student my subscription.
eliminatethe
Jack Kerouac
wrote,
It was like we were
The Grammys are a complete joke, and a bad one at
elections. ASUSU is an important part of the university
"Sociability
is
nothing
but
a
shouting
to each other from
that.
We
may
as
well
face
it.
I
mean,
who
picks
the
and
does
a
good
job.
But,
the
student
body
overall
is
extra one-/ourth
big smile and a big smile is discount cruise ships sailnot really part of the decision making processes that go Grammy winners? A group of 12-year-olds? I don't
day eachyear.
nothing but teetn. I just ing in different oceans.
on in legislative meetings. This is one of the reasons even watch the Grammys anymore because I know that
"Are you asking me to
why there is a consecutively low voter turnout every the true musical talent of this age will not be making an want to sit up here and rest
and be kind."
write an ad for you and try
appearance or taking home a statue. And if this is what
year.
elJNITID~
Oh, how I wished I had to pass it off as a news
Every other week, it seems that there is an article in it means to win a Grammy, then it is almost an insult. I
fllITTRNATl{)N4L.
the Statesmanabout how elected student body officials would say that the music gods of good music have heeded his counsel that story? No, you would have
to figure out what to do
day.
have voted to increase fees to fund some project or to been kind to us.
with what I wrote," I said.
"The
American
Dream
is
raise tuition. If funds need to be raised, there are other
"And I'm going to rent
Natalie Hart to get out of debt, buy that
options. Why not expand Aggie Ice Cream interests to
an
apartment, I don't need
new
house
or
boat
or
car
places outside of Cache Valley?
LETTERS
any
five-star hotels." "Have
and
retire
independently
All I am saying is there are other ways to finance cerwealthy," he said through
you ever been to one of
Lengthshouldbe
tain interests. These increases are small, but they add
those time-share
meetenormous, pointy, smiling
up, especially for those of us without full scholarships
limitedto 350wmJs.
ings?"
he
asked.
"Heavens
teeth.
or
monthly
stipends
who
work
just
as
hard.
Al/ lettersmay be shortMy car cost $250. It is no," I said.
Besides dedicated professors, the students at USU
ened,edittdor rejected
"Well,
average
time
perfect,
it has taken me
It was disheartening to read in Monday's paper that
fur Tl!ll5011Sofgoodtaste, have no friends. Have you ever waited in the registrashares are a rip-off, they
more
than
10,000
miles.
I
tion
line
or
tried
to
use
the
touch
tone
system?
I
almost
the
college
weeks
may
be
phased
out
next
year.
redundancyor volume
will take you for an average
did not get into graduate school because, after making Although I'm not keen into Aggie athletics, I've always have no debt, excluding
ofsimi1arletters.
of $40,000 over a 15 year
one
more
wedding
ring
numerous requests, my transcripts were not sent to the enjoyed Utah State's unique campus life- something
period," he said.
payment. I have no illuschools
I
was
applying
to
until
after
a
month
from
when
which
markedly
distinguishes
it
from
other
schools
in
No imcmymousletters
"But this deal lets you go
sions
of
ever
retiring
i
ndethey were requested.
Utah. I feel that the college weeks are an integral part
w,1/be publishM.
more places and stay in
pendently wealthy.
I had to transfer to Weber State for a year, and I was of our school's campus life.
"Can you believe that other people's time shares
able to see a lot of differences between the two univerI've known a couple of people who transferred here
Writersmust sign all
only
one
percent
of for a fraction of the cost.
sities. The administration was easy to work with and from BYU because not only did they want an educaletters,with phone
Americans retire indepen- Just give us a $1,000 and
very
friendly,
printouts
at
the
computer
lab
were
free,
tion,
but
they
wanted
to
enjoy
their
college
experience
number(ore-mai1
dently wealthy?" he asked. you' 11get all the great benthe ladies at the cashier's office were very nice and too. Likewise, four friends of mine transferred from
address)and student
efits of membership."
"Isn't that sick?"
transcripts
cost
nothing.
WSU,
sorry
to
say,
was
a
very
Weber State because they were tired of the "commuter
numberclearlystated.
I tried to tell him I just
As Bob Dylan once said,
student-friendly environment.
school" atmosphere.
"Oh
my go(sh). Am I here
wanted
to
write
about
What I am trying to say is that student government
Granted, there are many different activities and traLettersrepresenting
Ireland this summer and all alone?"
should be for the people, by the people. I personally ditions other than the college weeks which contribute
groups- OT merethan
"That's more than two
would not want to be a representative, but I respect to our school's culture. However, I hope our ASUSU asked was there anything I
one individual- must
plane tickets to London," I
those who are arnbitious enough to campaign in hopes officers seriously weigh the effects of the proposed could do to help them
haveII singulllT
reprewhile they helped me pay said. "I would have to stay
of being elected. I am just asking that we give the stu- alternatives to the college weeks.
senltltivedearly sltlted,
here and work all summer
for
it. But he was busy.
dents the voice they deserve. If this happens, then parwith all necessary
ID
"Do you like golf?" he to pay for that."
ticipation in government will follow.
Ryan
Stewart
and-informatwn.
"How much pul I do you
asked.
have over at the newspa"No," I said.
Chris Packard
Writersmust wait21
"Oh, wel I I do, and some per," he said. "I'd really
dRysbeforesubmitting
people buy this package like to see an article about
successiveletters- no
just for this feature, it gives us in the newspaper."
exceptions.
"Okay," I said. "I'll see
you a 50 percent discount
on green fees and boy, that what I can do."
Students use libraries to do research as well as to can really add up ... ," and
It's not exactly a news
Letterscan be hllnd
read
and study. However, I often find myself unable to five minutes later he took a story and it's not exactly an
delivered
or mai1edto
I am merely writing to say that I wholeheartedly
concentrate in the libraries on the USU campus. Too breath. He was in his own
ad but it's the best I cou Id
TireStnfesmnnin the
enjoyed Doug Smeath's article on the Grammys. I also many students speak too loudly and socialize with
come up with on such short
world.
TSC319,OT canbe
enjoyed the fact that the subject of Tori Amos resur- friends without regard to those who need a quiet
What I said made no notice. Send me a check for
e-mailedat
faced multiple times throughout the article. As a self- atmosphere. Please respect others when using libraries
impact
on him or his pre- whatever it's worth.
tdilvrO
nt ,11111..,.., professed Tori-freak, I would say she deserves every by talking softly or going elsewhere to socialize. Thank pared speech, just as what
award in the world. But of course no one in a position you.
BrycePetersonis a
he said made no impact on
to give her one realizes that.
journalismmajorand a staff
me.
As a gigantic fan of Tori, Nine Inch Nails, Pearl Jam,
Jennifer Lynch
writerfor the Statesman.
I dreaded every click of
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CaseyHobsan

A clarification of
imploding political tactics
KwE'S KoRNER /

KadeMinchey

It seems my ed uncertainty, came from two capiarticle last week talist family members. First, from my
generated some cousin and mentor in Cedar City. He
Col'l'EDfTOII:
uncertainty about asked me, "What political persuasion
HentherFredrickson
what I was trying are you?" I can only guess he may
WHIDITOlt
to claim. So, in have thought I was happy that Al Gore
urura&llamy
an effort to clarify is sitting back smiling, or he disagrees
E.omlNAL
IIQWX
with the conclusion
that the
my
point,
faredSterur
because I think it Republican Party is tearing itself up.
HtntherFredrickwn
is an important one, I am going to give Regardless,his question can be easily
DougSmeath
answered by reassuringhim that I supthe topic one more week.
LeahCul/tr
For those of you who missed last poo the Republican Party.
However, I suspect he may have
week's column, I will give a brief
Established in 1902.
overview. I compared John McCain's some of the same concerns as my
The Utah Statesman
political tactics to an imploding bomb brother-in-law in Riverton, where my
is published Monday,
and George W. Bush's tactics to an other concerns came from. My brothWednesday and
exploding
bomb. As proof of er-in-law had a three-part question.
Friday and is the
First, he felt that I centered my artiMcCain's implosion tactics, I showed
official student
how most of the Republican politi- cle on McCain's "woes" and didn't
newspaper of Utah
give support for Bush's "strengths."
cians are against him.
State University.
Second, he disagrees with my
Thus, McCain will have to create
The Utah Statesman
change by an inward or outside col- premise that McCain is too polarizing.
is printed on
lapse of energy or an implosion.
recycled newsprint.
My main concerns, which generat- Jumpto McC.AlN,
Page12
PHoroEDfTOII:
lizMaudsley
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Oscar categories need an update
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Knight-Ridder
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Contract starts May 6 .and ends August 11, 1000
$125 deposit re11uired
for reserwation.

Come by the office at 111 E. 1000 N. #MS
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Brace Feb. 15, it's easy to predict who
yourself.
and what is going to get slightThis
ed. Eddie Murphy, for one. He
co I um n gave his best performances yet
proposes
in a dual role as a superstarand
an idea so his dim-witted brother in Steve
radical, so Martin's Bowfinger, but the
u northoAcademy overlooks comedy.
dox,
so
Just ask Martin, who was
contrary to everything this coun- cheated out of an Oscar 16
try standsfor, that your first reac- years ago for a brilliant perfortion might be to brand the writer mance in All of Me. So maybe
a heretic.
it's time for the Academy to
But
remember:
The consider the lead of various critr Academy of Motion Picture Arts ics associations and - dare I
and Sciences is not a religion. admit it - the Golden Globes.
Changing its rules would
It should split the major caterequire neither a papal bull nor gories - best picture, best actor
a constitutional amendment and actress- into dramatic and
only the acknowledgment that comedy-musical
divisions.
after 70-some years, Oscar
Were that in effect this year,
due a face-lift.
This Is films almost sure to be ignored
Hollywood, after all.
(Toy Story 2, Topsy-Turvy)
r~1 :fhpugh thti q~ilf 11)91Jil}na.
'.1nlt"'?Vlcl.~t_least
1P~inYHfi9, , ,;:iJil ,
JIons won't be an11oun<ipun(I 1
Even 1f the I\Q;lqwi)( canJ
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He said, " ... how is it that his
wins are coming on the votes of
independents and moderate
democrats? He seems to be
attracting
neither
party's
extreme votes, which to me
representstrue polarization."
Third, he does not feel the
Republican party is tearing itself
apart. He said, "The real issue
in a presidential election is the
moderate swing vote, and
according to you those are
exactly tne voters McCain is
attracting."
I believe many of you, the
readers, also have these concerns, so please take into consideration my explanation and
clarification.
First, Bush's strengths.Surely
one could itemize the pros and
cons for both candidates and
perhaps even come to a conclusion of who is better by so
doing. In a large part that is
what the politicians themselves
are doing.
However, that was not the
intent of my juxtaposition.

Rather, I was trying to show that McCain have the support to do
on a rational level it is illogical
it once he is elected? I worry
to suppose that McCain can that he does not and it seems
carry out the agenda he pur- that Bush does have the support
ports to have.
needed to create his political
McCain's political
platagenda. Thus, the reason for my
form is REFORM and it is asi- distinguishing between implonine to presuppose he can do sion and explosion.
this when the political venue
Second, is McCain too
in our government is centered polarizing? My brother-in-law
on sycophantism, which is to has the definition correct, but
say that politicians are self- he is missing the point. Yes,
serving.
McCain is attracting moderate
Thus, McCain's political
votes, which is not "po larizing."
implosion efforts will not reform
However, my point, as is
the self-serving, sycophantic
Sen. Bennett's from which I got
political system, or he can not the idea of polarization, is not
initiate reform from the outside that McCain is too polarizing to
and expect it to collapse in.
be a presidential candidate. On
Rather, political power to the contrary he is quite a good
reform, pass a bill into law, etc., candidate. My, and I believe
comes from within. Political
Bennett's, point is that McCain
power consists of how many is to polarizing to be president.
other politicians looking out for
The reason why McCain is
his or her own political agendas too polarizing to be president is
are in support of another politialso the same reason why he
cian. In this case, how many can't produce reform. See, to
political
friends does the polarize means to divide into
President have that will help two groups and that is what has
hem initiate change? Surely, happened
in
Congress.
this sycophantic process needs Democrats on one side,
reform. I will not argue with Republicans on the other.
that.
The problem is that McCain
The question is: Does as a senator is currently some-

like Magnolia player Philip
Baker Hall, who stands little
chance against Cruise. On the
other hand, Hall also was excel- ·
lent in The Talented Mr. Ripley,
The Insider and Cradle Will
Rock - which brings us to the
second improvement.
The Academy could permit
actors and others to be nominated for all the work they've done
in a single year. While this
means the weight of Julianne
Moore's work in The End of the
Affair, Magnolia, An Ideal
Husband and The Map of the
World might overwhelm Hilary
Swank's astonishing performance in Boys Don't Cry, isn't
that what "best actress" connotes anyway?

This column was distributedby
TMS Campus News Service

mediaseroi.ces.
where in the middle because
senatorson both sides have distanced themselves from him.
So, seemingly he will only further polarize the two parties if
he is given the highest office in
the land, because both sides
will be against him. Therefore,
McCain will create more gridlock then currently exists.
Third, perhaps my brotherin-law is right about the
Republican Party not tearing
itself apart. I guess seeing that
quirky smile on Al Gore's face
just worries me, like he knows
something that the rest of us
don't.
For your information, the
current standings of the candidates are: Republicans - Bush
has ninety-three delegates,
McCain has ninety-six, Keyes
has four. 1,034 delegates are
needed to win the Republican
nominat ion. Democrats Gore has forty-two, Bradley has
twenty-seven. 2, 170 delegates
are needed to win
the
Democratic nomination.

KadeMinchey's column
runs every Wednesdayin
The Utah Statesman.
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First Floor Merrill Library
VITA:

Looking for a rewarding career?
How about Rehabilitation Counseling?
Earn a Master's of Rehabilitation Counseling
through a nationally ranked, accredited program,
and serve the needs of persons with disab ilities.

Help filling out forms
Tues 3:30-5:30 pm
6:30-8:30 pm
Thurs 3:30-5:30 pm
Sat 1:00-4:00 pm

bring itself to take that giant
leap, there are two incremental
improvements it could make
that would reflect the way film
has changed in the last century.
First, it can add an ensemble
acting category, to accommodate films such as Magnolia,
Cradle Will Rock and even
American Beauty, in which
every actor contributes to the
film's overall impact. The
plethora of excellent performances in
pictures
like·
Magnolia make it all but impossible to single out one or two for
the supporting actor and actress
categories, but if the Academy
voters do, the
nominee
inevitably will be a star like Tom
Cruise or a veteran like Jason
Robards.
Subsequently, the studios
91~;e~,under$tandc\bly .r~luct~nt 19 qimpaign for someone

is accepting applications for

Library Tax Assistant:
Preparing to meet with VITA
Mon 1:30-5:30 pm
Tues 9am-12 pm
4:30-5:30 pm
Thurs 9 am-12 pm
Sat 12:30-4:30 pm

Junior Scholarships
for the 2000-2001 school year
Scholarship Criteria:
1) academic excellence and achievement
2) 65 sem. credits by the end of fall semester, 1999
(Minimum of 30 credits at USU)

Deadline: 24 March 2000
Application packets available in
Ag . Science Room 136

Academic Excellence

Rehabilitation Counselor Education
Scholarships available.
For more infor,mation, call 435- 797-0449 or visit
the RCE web site at http://www.rce.usu.edu
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Study:Avoiding breast-feeding could
cut ·mother-to-child HIV infections
CHICAGO (AP) - The number
of infants who get the AIDS virus
from their mothers could drop by
more than 40 percent if infected
women avoided breast-feeding, a
study in Africa suggests.
The authors, led by researcher
Ruth Nduati in Nairobi, studied
401 HIV-infected women and their
infants in Kenya. Their findings
appear in Wednesday's Journal of
the American Medical Association.
The mothers were randomly
assigned to breast-feed or to use
formula. The authors found that
formula use prevented 44 percent
of infant infections.
The frequency of breast-milk
transmission of the virus was estimated at 16 percent, though the
authors said the rate was likely
higher since more than one fourth
of the women in the formula
group admitted they also breast-

fed their infants.
United Nations' figures show
that 590,000 infants got HIV from
their mothers in 1998, 90 percent
of them in Africa. The study's findings suggest that if infected mothers used formula instead, that
number would fall to about
260,000.

Like previous research, the study
found indications that the biggest
risk for transmission occurs in the
early weeks of breast-feeding.
Younger infants might have
more immature immune systems,
and. the researchers noted, exposure to infected milk "diminishes
as weaning foods are introduced
and milk intake declines."
While breast-feeding was clearly
linked to HIV infection, both the
formula and breast-feeding groups
had similar death rates at 2 years
- about 20 percent.

FDA approves
testosterone gel
WASHINGTON (AP) - Men who suffer low
testosterone until now have been treated with
hormone shots or testosterone patches.
Tuesday, the government approved a new
option - testosterone gel.
Manufacturer UniMed Pharmaceuticals
called AndroGel. a clear gel rubbed into the
skin, an "easy, effective, invisible alternative" to
current testosterone therapy.
But prescription-only AndroGel must be used
carefully, cautioned the Food and Drug
Administration.
Men rub AndroGel into the skin of the
abdomen or shoulders - not the genital area where it absorbs into the bloodstream.
Men must be careful not to spread the gel
from their hands or bodies to women, especially
pregnant women because testosterone can
harm a developing fetus, the FDA said.
So they should wash their hands immediately after applying, and "do not allow other persons to contact your skin where you have
applied AndroGeL especially pregnant or nursing women," an FDA patient-instruction leaflet
warns.
Let the gel dry a few minutes before dressing
and wait five to six hours before showering or
swimming so it absorbs properly, the FDA said.
Illinois-based UniMed said AndroGel, like
other testosterone therapy, can restore men's
hormone levels to a normal range. It will be
available by midsummer. A price has not been
set.

That finding illustrates one of
the drawbacks of formula-feeding
in developing countries, where
tainted water can cause fatal diarrhea in infants and breast-feeding
is more affordable and culturally
accepted.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends that infants of HIV-infected
women not be breast-fed, a standard adopted in the industrialized
world. But the World Health
Organization has said that even
HIV-positive mothers should
breast-feed in areas where infectious disease and malnutrition are
leading causes of infant mortality,
the authors noted.
United Nations guidelines sug-•
gest that infected women in developing areas be told of the risks and
benefits of breast-feeding, and the
authors say their findings will help

early
.promise
:_

such women make better choices.
"Now that we have a good estimate of the risk, our goal should
be to put knowledge into practice,"
said Dr. Joan Kreiss, a co-author
and infectious disease specialist at
the University of Washington.
A CDC report in the same issue
of the journal said better understanding of the timing of HIV
transmission related to breast-feeding is needed to determine the best
way to prevent infection in children.
The authors note that previous
research has suggested that breastfeeding exclusively may be less
risky than alternating breast-feeding with formula in very young
infants.
"Exclusive breast-feeding fol' lowed by early weaning" is among
prevention strategies that need further research, the authors said.

•

•

for:treating
·
h.emophilia
.NEWYORK(AP) Thimble-size implants let
' guinea pigs and a monkey
churn out a protein that can
treat hemophilia.suggesting
new approach to treatment.
The animals did not have
the bleeding disorder. so the
study didn't directly test
whether the implants could
reverse the disease ,
Blood samples showed that
the implants converted a natural protein from the animals
into useful amounts of an
. activated form. called Factor
, VUaTthat is now used in

a

hemophilia treatment.
The workwas reported jn
the March issue of the jour-

Celltransplants
reverse
diabetes
1nmice
NEW YORK(AP) Scientists have reversed diabetes in mice by generating
insulin-producing cells in a laboratory and transplanting
them into the animals, an indication of how useful so-called
stem cells might be.
The mice had a version of
Type 1 diabetes, which occurs
when the body mistakenly
destroys,insulin-producing cells
in the pancreas. People with
this disease must inject themselves with insulin daily to sur-

vive.

'

Patients have been treated
with transplants of islets, the
insulin factories of the pancreas. The success rate has
been low, apparently in part
because it's hard to get enough
islets from a cadaver's pancreas.
The new work suggests a
way to overcome that problem:
prodding immature stem cells
from the pancreas to make
abundant quanti,ties of islets in
the laboratory.
The mouse study by
researchers at the University of
Florida College of Medicine

and elsewhere is reported in
the March issue of the journal
Nature Medicine.
In one set of experiments,
eight diabetic mice received the
lab-generated islets and then
were weaned from insulin
injections over a few days.
Within a week after injections
stopped, they showed a decline
in blood-sugar levels. They
remained healthy without
insulin injections until they
were killed for examination of
the implant, a period of up to
55 days from implantation.

nal Nature Biotechnologyby
D:r.Harvey Pollardof the
Uniformed Services University
School of Medicine in

Bethesda, Md,,and colleagues,
Hemophilia is caused by
the lack Qf a dot-promoting
protein,usuallyone called ·
FactorVlll. Patients can be
treated with infusions of that
protein. Some . 15 percent of
su£h patients develop anti,.
bodies that inactivate the
infused protein. They can be
treated with infusions of

FactorVIJa instead, bufthat.is,
expensive.and the protein ,dis,.
, integrates guicktv.
.. ,

The implaottcQuld avoid , ..-:
both those draw})acks,
as wen · ·•·
as .the antibodyproblem~the . , -.
resear<.:herssaid: ·
·.,
implants are porous
chambers containing a sub-

President
is 'heartened'
byPhilipMorris'
comments'· ·the
NEWYORK(AP)- Philip
Morris' suggestion that it could
accept some new government
regulation of the tobacco industry was praised Tuesday by
President Clinton, who said he
was "heartened" by the comments .
Former Food and Drug
Administration chief David
Kessler called it "a very big
step."
"If even Philip Morris is'saying the time has come to regulate this product, then the time

has come," Kessler said Tuesday.
But tobacco critics said the
nation's biggest cigarette company was too vague about what
might be acceptable and viewed
its comments as an effort to •
buy time for an embattled
industry while burnishing its
own image.
"They have conceded nothing. they have agreed to nothing," said Paul Billings,an executive with the American Lung
Assotja tion. "This is in the
time-honored tradition of

tobacco: appearing to give a little in exchange for more time."
Philip Morris accounts for
one of every two cigarettes sold
in the United States, including
the top-seller Marlboros.
The tobacco companies have
long opposed new regulations.
Philip Morris has been trying
to remake its image in recent
months. conceding that cigarettes are addictive and committing $100 million to a campaign
to discourage youngsters from
smoking.

stance that con~rts factor

Vll to FactorVHa. The monJey; which};ladthree implant$

'in.its abdomen,ienerate<f ···
Factor Vila for a month
. beforethe implants were
removed for inspection.
However, the production

petered out ovi;rJhat pe.ri0p 1• ,. _
and Pollard said . it is ne>tdear·· ·

why.
Pollard said he hopes
human testing_
can begin
within ayear or two.
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Career Fair 2000
Checker Auto
21Enet.Com
Circle Four Farms
7-Eleven Sales Corp. Inc.
Citrix
AFLAC
Clearfield Job Corps
ARUP Laboratories
CL Chiropractic College
Accountemps
Coldwell Banker/
Aerospace Corporation
Realty
Albertson's
Albertsons/Osco Drug/Sav-onColumbia Ultimate
Compeq International
Drugs
Convergys Corp.
Alside Inc.
Dames&
Altern.Youth Adventures
American Express Financial Moore/Radian/URS,Gre
iner, Woodward
Advisors
Discover Financial
Amer. Income Life
Easter Seals Society/UT
Amer. National Insurance
Echo
Star
Assoc.Western Univer.
Eckerd-Youth
Altern.
AutoSimulations, Inc.
Autoliv ASP/ Module Facility Edward Jones
Employment Guide
Babbages Etc.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Ball Aerospace &
Express World Brand
Technologies Corp.
Fanners Insurance
Bank of Utah
Battelle Dugway Operations Farmers Insurance
Group
Bear River Mental Health
Bear River Mental, Childrens Fastenal Company
Federal Deposit
Services
Bearcom Wireless Worldwidelnsurance Fidelity
Beneficial Life/Equity Bently Investments
First Security
Nevada Corp.
Corporation
Boeing
Flying J Inc.
Boeing Company
Fonix Corporation
BYU Law School
Forsgren Associates, I
Brooks Auto.I Auto Soft
GE Capital Financial
CDI Corporation
Gilbert Western Corp.
CH2M Hill
Gooey Industries
CSS/AAFT
Guardian/McPartland
Cabletron Systems
Guardian/Udy
Cactus Pete's Resort

H.F.C. Household
Finance Corp.
Handtech.com
Hansen, Allen & Luce,
Hastings Entertainment
Heritage Safe Co
Hewlett Packard

IBM
ICON Health & Fitness
Idaho State Police
Trek Alliance
Inetz Media Group
Intercon Inc.
Interm. Farmers Assoc.
Intennountain Financial
Group/Mass Mutual
lntenn. Health Care
Internal Revenue Service
Criminal Invest. Div
International Language
Iomega Corporation
JobDirect.Com
Joshua D. Smith/Assoc .
KSTU/FOX 13
Kelly Services
Koch Industries Inc.
L-3 Communications
LDS Church, Information
& Comm. Systems
Leslee Scott, Inc.
Lifetime Products
Living Scriptures
Lockheed Martin/Astron.

MCMS
MONYGroup
Mary Kay Cosmetics
Masters Financial Group
Matrix Funding Corp.

Maxim Group
Melaleuca, Inc.
Mervyn's California
Micron PC.Com
Micron Technology, Inc.
Mid-State Consultants
Moore Business Comm.
Mntn Amer. Credit/Union
National Credit Union
New York Life
Nor:th Sky
Northwestern Mutual
Life/Baird Securities
Norwest Financial
Novell, Inc.
Office Team
Onsite, Inc.
Orbit Irrigation Products
Owners-Resorts & Exchange
Payless Shoe Source
Pre-Paid Legal
Primary Children's Medical
Center
Purina Mills, Inc.
Questar Corporation
Ram Manufacturing
Raytheon Systems
Rincon Research Corp.
Robert Half International
SLC Organizing
Committee/Olympic Winter
Games
SOS Staffing Services
Saddleman, Inc.
Saffire Corporation
SLC County Sheriff's
Salt Lake City Police
Sear-Brown Group

2nd Nature Wilderness
Sherwin Williams
SkyWest Airlines
Solid Design & Analysis
Southwest Airlines Co.
State Farm Insurance
St.of ID.-Divi of
Environmental Quality
Sterling Financial Group
Super Target
Sverdrup Civil, Inc.

TRW
Teksystems
Thiokol Propulsion
Truman Benefits
20th Century Mortgage
U.S. A.F. Officer Selection
U.S. A.F. Reserve Officer
Training Corp.
U.S. A.F. Reserve/419
Fighter Wing
U.S. A.F./Hill AFB
Civilian (OALC)
U.S. Anny Health Care
U.S. Army Recruiting
U .S. Bureau Land Mgmt
U.S. Coast Guard/U.S.
Dept. of Transportation
U.S. Customs
U.S. Dept. of Energy,
Inspector/General
U.S. Drug Enforcement.
U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration
U.S. FBI
U.S. Federal Highway
Administration
U.S. General Services

Administration
U.S. Marine Corps Officer Selectio
U.S. Naval Career Management Sit
U.S. Naval Reserve
U.S. Navy
U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Secret Service
U.S. West Communications
USDA Agricultural Research
Service
USDA Forest Service
USDA National AG. Statistics Serv
USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service
Ultradent Products, Inc.
University of Utah College of Law
University of Utah Hospital &
Clinics
Utah Army National Guard
Utah Dept. of Community & Econ.

Dev
Utah Dept. of Workforce Services
Utah Div. of Youth Corrections
Utah Highway Patrol
Utah Police Corps
Utah Sheriffs Association
Utah State Tax Commission,
Auditing Division
Waddell& ReedInc.
Wal-MartStores Inc .
Wescor, Inc.
Xactware Information Services
Yellowstone Bear World
Zions Bank
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Thousands in Mozambique
Several in Mozambique wait
in treesfor rescue or death
LIONDE.Mozambique (AP)Thousands braced Tuesday evening
for a third terrifying night stranded
in trees and on rooftops surrounded
by swiftly flowing muddy water that
stretched for miles in every direction.
Most people trapped near the
submerged village of Lionde had not
eaten since early Sunday, when they
fled a 6-foot-high wall of water that
surged through Mozambique's
already flooded Gaza province.
South African helicopters working from dawn to dusk for three
days seemed by Tuesday to only
have made a dent in the numbers
needing rescue.
The helicopters had rescued 550
Mozambicans by noon Tuesday, in
' addition to the 4,800 plucked from

•

floodwaters the previous two days.
said South African air force Capt.
Hugo Weich.
From one tree alone, a helicopter
hoisted an old man and six women
with their babies on their backs to
safety onboard. where they sat staring blankly ahead, still in shock.
Some frightened victims hid when
the helicopters approached. Others
refused to be rescued.
Uhle Sithole said the helicopter
terrified him. but that he was very
glad to be brought away from the
water.
"But now l may die because my
stomach is empty," he said, adding
he had not eaten since Saturday
night.
Some people managed to build
platforms in the trees, and tied bicy-

des and other belongings to the
branches.
Some managed to get their goats
up into the trees, slaughtered them
and cooked the meat over fires
made on metal sheets.
Others had only the clothes on
their back.
The helicopters dropped their
human cargo on a stretch of road
just feet above the rising flood
waters, where many milled around
in shock, looking for relatives.
Aid workers. who estimated
about 1,000 people had been
brought to the road, tried to usher
the crowd to a village on higher
ground. Trucks drove those who
could not walk.
Simon Mthembu said 13 of his
family members were missing. He
said he had seen hundreds of people being swept away by the water
as it rushed through Chokwe. the
main town in the region that was
submerged early Sunday.
The town of Chaqualane, about

left to die

35 miles south of Chokwe. was
expected to become ground zero for
relief operations. said UNICEF
spokesman Ian Macleod. About
15,000 victims had already congregated there.
On Tuesday. the water surge that
hit Chokwe continued down the
flooded Limpopo River and
drenched most of Xai-Xai,a coastal
town of 130.000 that had been
ordered evacuated earlier.
By Tuesday afternoon hundreds
were stranded in Xai-Xaion
rooftops, inches above the floodwaters, which were expected to rise.
Three or four rubber rafts collected
people from rooftops. but could
transport only a half-dozen people
per trip. Drowned cattle floated
among clusters of survivors.
President Joaquim Chissano and
South African Defense Minister
Mosiuoa Lekota, whose own country
has also flooded. flew over
Mozambique on Tuesday in separate planes .

Fewer than a dozen helicopters
were participating in the rescue
operations, and more were desperately needed, said World Food
Program spokeswoman Michele
Quintaglie. Most were from the
South African air force.
"We've got families who are not
going to be able to hang on much
longer... Quintaglie said. "We should
be flying helicopters in, if necessary,
from Europe."
With flooded areas cut off by
road and helicopters being used
mostly for rescue missions instead
of food drops, no hunger relief was
in sight.
The World Food Program said up
to 300,000 people needed immediate aid nationwide . The
Mozambican government estimated
that up to 1 million people have
been affected by the floods.
Chissano said it was impossible
to estimate the death toll, but
Quintaglie said it would run into
the thousands.

More
people
donating
. Germany highway stonings
organs
·whilestillalive
result of American mischief

WASHINGTON(AP)The number of people
donating kidneys and,
increasingly.sectkms of their

livers,whilestillalivehas

Of the livingdonors,
nearly 18 percent were from
people who were not related
to the patient. About 40 percent weresiblings,20 percent
parents. 16 percent offspring
and 7 percent other relatives.
Just a fewdonors are complete strangers.
"Atfirst I said no," said
Maureen Kennedy,62, of
Niverville,N.Y.,who had only

more than doubledover the
past decade, as transplant
patients facingyears on a
waiting list look for other
options.
Much of the increase
comes fromdonations by
sixmonthsto liveowit's my
donors who
notrelated
tum to repayit"'
to the transplantpatierttusually a close friend,accord~ . Fourmonths after the
ing to a report released
surgery,bothKennedysare
doing well
.
Tuesday by the United
Donations frompeople
Network for Organ Sharing.
who have died - called
which runs the nation's
cadavericdonors - have also
transplant system These
donations more than tripled increased,though not as dr<'!matically,and only because
between 1989 and 1998.
there's been an increase in
"It's just somethingany*
the number of older donors.
one in my group would do,"
Donors over age 50now
said KyleMcNamara.32.of
Braintree.Mass.. who donat~ account for 29 percent of all
cadavericdonors.
ed part of his liver to a coAlltogether, there were
worker in January. "After
5,798 cadavericdonors in
talking to the surgeonsand
1998,up about 6 percent
really getting the informafrom1997and about 45 per*
tion. it really wasn'ta hard
cent since 1989.
decision."
Still.in 1998,4,860 people
Nationwide, there were
died waiting for a transplant
4,273 livingdonors in 1998
triple what it was a decade
- up from 1,918 a decade
earlier.The number of peoearlier.the organ-sharing
network said. In 1998,one in ple on the waitinglist also
tdp[ed, to 64,373by the end
five donatedorganscame
of 1998.
froma livingdonor.

are

DARMSTADT,
Germany

turned deadly Sunday, when
perception of American soldiers when they go into town, stone~ shattered the windmilitary personnel in
get drunk and get out of
shields of two passing cars,
Germany, police are used to
hand," said Army Spec.
striking their drivers in the
dealing with the occasional
Richard Tennant, who has
head and killing them.
Army brat who runs a red
been based at the Cambrai
The boys allegedly threw
light or lifts beer from a
Fritsch Barracks in Darmstadt stones at four other cars,
for 2, years. "Now they'll think injuring five more people.
supermarket.
But three teen-age
their kids are just as bad. I'm
One of those killed, a 41-yearAmericans who allegedly
definitely
old mother of
two, was on her
ashamed."
spent their nights hurling
'Thefeeling of way to the train
The three teenrocks at cars from a pedestrito pick
agers, whose
an bridge are facing somebeingforeign, of station
names were withup her husband.
thing far more serious murder charges for the deaths held by authoridistance between The second victim was a 20ties, were arrested
of two drivers.
themselvesand year-old
This community was on
Monday night by
German and U.S.
edge Tuesday as tabloids
Germansociety, Darmstadt
woman riding
military police at
blared demands for justice.
Military families worried
the U.S.Army's
can lower their with her grandparents. Both the
about anti-American backlash. Lincoln housing
moral thresholds.' grandparents
area near
"They were American solwere injured.
Darmstadt. q
diers' sons - the .killer kids
from Darmstadt," screamed a
sleepy suburb of
• ARTHURKRf.uzIR•
A German
140.000just south
banner headline in Bild,the
GERMANCRIMINOI.OGISf judge ruled
Tuesday that the
of Frankfurt.
nation's top-selling daily,
boys - ages 14,
Darmstadt
which devoted half the front
police say the three confessed 17 and 18 - will sit behind
page to the story.
bars until the prosecutor offiOn television. German psy- to hurling volleyball-sized
cially charges them with murstones - some weighing 20
chologists and commentators
der and causing an accident
pounds - late Sunday from a
tried to explain the mindset
with intent. which could take
pedestrian bridge at cars on
behind the attacks. They
the four-lane highway underweeks.
focused on the sense of isolaIn Washington. State
neath.
tion felt by U.S.military perThey had met regularly for Department spokesman
sonnel in Germany and a lack
James P. Rubin expressed the
the last four to six weeks to
of direction among today's
department's condolences and
do so. developing a "traditeen-agers.
said it would offer full coopertion," police said. But things
"Germans get their main
(AP)- With thousands of U.S.

•

forfirsttimeSHOOTING
Census
forms cyberspace

Continuedfrom Page2

WASHINGTON(AP)The Census Bureau this year
will give Americans the
choice of answering their
census questionnaires over
the Internet . and hopes the
new option will prompt more
people to respond to the
once-a-decade survey.
With the click of a mouse,
respondents will be able to
log on to the Census
Bureau·s Web site and
answer the government's
questions - How old you
are? What ethnicity are you?
- without having to drop
the form in the mailbox.
It's unclear whether allowing forms to be returned for
the first time through cyberspace will get more people to
respond.
Mail response rates have
declined in each of the last
three surveys, from 78 per-

cent of households in 1970,
to 70 percent in 1980, to 65
percent in 1990. Officials
estimate that rate will dip to
61 percent this year.
Census Day is April 1,
meaning all the information
requested by the government
concerns the people living in
the home that day.
The data is critical for the
reapportionment of congressional seats as well as distribution of federal and state
funds. In general, the more
people a city or town has .
the more money it gets.
"We'd be happy if everybody mailed back their questionnaire . It would make the
census more accurate," said
John Thompson, director of
census operations . "This will
be a first. determining the
individuals who use the mail
and people who use the

Internet."
Worries over privacy and
confidentiality that make
some people wary about
returning forms in the first
place may be just as prevalent when submitting
answers over the Internet,
especially in light of recent
hacker attacks against popular Web sites such as Yahoo!
and eBay, said Martha
Farnsworth Riche. a former
Census Bureau director who
helped develop its Internetresponse system.
"My one concern is people's concerns about privacy,
and people are particularly
concerned about the broad
use of the census information," she said.
Census officials stress that
all information is kept confidential and not shared with
other government agencies.

spokesman for the familyof
Isaiah Shoels.who was among
12 students killed by teen-age
gunmen Dylan Kleboldand
Eric Harris at Columbine High
Schoolin April. Riddlegrew up
in Flint.
At BuellElementary,
Freddie Booth arrived after the
shooting to look for his 8-yearold daughter. Fredricka.
"I don't believethis is happening,"Booth told The Flint
Journal. "Afirst-gradershoots
another first-grader. Firstgraders shouldn't be able to get
a gun. I just want my daughter
out of here. She has been traumatized, I'm sure."
About 500 children attend
Buell Elementary, which is in
an area of neat, small singlefamilyhomes. Other parts of
the Flint suburb, which has a
population of about 25,300,

Statesman

are more run-down, with
dilapidated homes and boarded-up storefronts.
"I moved out here because
I'd thought it'd be safer for my
grandkids,"said Katherine
Sutton. who has lived in the
area for fiveyears. "I thought
things would be better. but I
see it's not."
ClassesWednesday were
canceled. but the school will be
open for anyone in the community who wants counseling.
Third-grader Corey Sutton,
9, said he heard a bang and
thought a desk had fallen.
Then. "the principal came over
the PAsystem and told teachers to shut their doors and
lock them," he said. "I was
scared, my heart was pounding."
The teacher told students to
line up and get their coats on,
and when the kids were lined
up "she told us what happened. A girl got shot. and the
teacher started crying."

797-ln S or 2411at 797-3359

ads@cc.usu
.edu

www.statesman.usu.edu

President Clinton, in
Florida for a Democratic fundraiser,said: "Why could the
child fire the gun? If we have
the technologytoday to put in
these child safety locks,why
don't we do it?"
The tragedy of young killers
was highlighted in November
in the Detroit suburb of
Pontiac.where a boy who
gunned down a stranger at age
11 was convictedas an adult of
murder. Nathaniel Abraham.
one of the youngest murderers
in U.S.history,was sentenced
in January to a juvenile detention center until he turns 21.
after which he will be a free
man.
He was the first youngster
charged with murder under a
1997 Michiganlaw that allows
children of any age to be prosecuted as adults for serious
crimes. His lawyersargued
that he did not have the mental capacityto form an intent
to kill.

USU's

Utuh

BuslNESSOma/Aos

ation with German authorities.
"Our thoughts and prayers
are with the families of the
victims who have experienced
this terrible and senseless
loss:·he said.
The Pentagon said it had
no statistics on murder
charges against dependents of
U.S.military members. But
such cases have been rare.
U.S. Defense Secretary
William Cohen called his
German counterpart. Rudolf
Scharping, to express regret
and condolences to the families of the victims,Pentagon
spokesman Kenneth Bacon
said. He said Scharping
assured Cohen that the incident "would not have an
impact on U.S.-German relations."
Cohen also issued a written
statement saying "I am
shocked and saddened" by the
"senseless loss" of !ife.
The three suspects have
lived in Germany for at least
1, years and reside in
Darmstadt. where Americans
had prided themselves on
friendly relations with the
Germans - from the city's
annual German-American
Festival to the pickup basketball games at off-base parks.

LASS

Aos

StudentShopping
Center

andyousavemoney.Canyouteachanyot11le
Earna Substantial
income
helpingme run my following• tennis,archery,nature,video,rad10,
Subaruwagonfor sale'86, 4 wdpowerevery• FemaleShared bedroom$150/mo.,$150detravelbusiness!Call Jared787-1727or Dan photography,
theater,riflery,swimming
(WSIor thing, very cleangreat condition140Kmiles. pos~+util.~:s
NDNP71~176
792-3854
Lifeguard),waterskiing,sailing,
_ basketball, Greatfor skiing!$2000obo Call Mandy752.
Classified
advertising
deadlines
areoneworking BearRiverMentalHealthServices,
Inc., EOE,a
baseball?Age 20+. 1606 WashingtonPlaza, 6138
day priorto the daypublication
is desiredat 10
comprehensive
mentalhealthprovidedlocated ZionPonderosa
Resortis nowtiring all posj.. Reston, VA 20190; E-mail address
:
Freeweekendsin Kansas City! Need reliable
a.m.Costper submission
is 1Ocentsperword in Logan,UT,is seekilga ServiceCoordinator. lions for summeremployment:
housekeeping, phi!CWHVOaol
.com. Web s~e wwwcampwto
·
namyto travelwi1lltwoyoungchildren
onocca•
$1 minimll11
.
Position
requires
: Maste(sdegreein oneof the kitchen,frontdesk.grolrldsandrecreation
posi- nebagocom
sionalweekends
thloughoulschoolyear. Free
behavioral
sciences,licensedor licenseeligible tions ava1lable
. Pay $185 per week +room,
in the stateof Utah. Dutiesinclude
: Screening boardandtips,andend of summerbonus
2 bedroom
apt utilitiesincluded
. 3 blocksfrom RTairfarefromSLCto KansasCity. Weekend
. Can
dates negotiable
. Call Susan816-931
-7170
cfiemsfor new admissions,
triage,crisis inter- todayforanapplication
USUNS,ND,NP,$500Gaff787·'J772
.
$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars
.
1-800-293-5444.
References
required
.
Sports
Academy
and
Racquet
Club
Lifeline
vention
,
staff
and
community
liaison
skills,
and
ForInfocall203-977
-1720
Membership
$60.00 Call563~076
coonlinating
servicedelivery
. Salary$26,622•
$36,746.19
basedon licenseplus experience.
Applicaoons
berig acceptedfor summer/school GREATBARGAIN!
Excellentbenefits. Submijvita, tr~ts.
Ii•
$395sll11mer,
$1995next!
Perfectsummerjob
year2000.Closeto campus,
pmatebdrm.mgr. schoolyear. Privatebedroom- mgr. at Forest
$6000permonthprocessing
govt.mortgagere- cense~ applicable,
and cover letter to Beth SUMMEROPPORT\JNITY·
•
beautiful
setting
on
large,
clear
Maine
lake,
91
Geo
Metro
106K
runs
well
good
college
car!
at
Brooklane,
645
East
900
North
11,
752-4824
.
fundsfromhome Noexperience
necessary1• Smith,P.O.Box683, Logan,lTT 84323-0683
.
GateWest,460North400East140,752-1642.
caringend energeticpeers,teactw,gyour~I.
$898.787-8175
Pleasemention
JoblOP6(L).
~9-3435 ext.104

PLEASE NOTE

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE
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CARS & TRUCKS
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Left
Coast
RAEsioE

Does anyone else think this is weird?

I

•... so·you're saying the so-called

amnesty
on overdue booksis a sham? .. "

Logan's only remanutacturerof starters and
alternators.We have our own tow truck. Call
753-1n6 or stopIn at 303NorthMain,Logan

#C-490-98,
DishroomWorker,$5.15/hr
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
#C235-00,Labora1oryAide,SS.15
35-91,Intramural Official,
to $8 per
JOB
OFFERINGS#Cl
game

POSTALJOBS$48,323.00yr. Now hinng-no
experience-paid
lra,mng-greal
benef1
ls. Call for
lists,7 days.800-429-3660
ext J954

!ruck.6K gallonabovegroundluel tank.John
Deere Tractor.GlenAmencan
Forklift (801)7562774

Leader,

AGENUINE
GOLDMINE!
Limitedslockoplions
E-commerce& 2x2 Malrix 100% malch,ng

$5.50/hr
#C593-90, Piano Youth Conservatory
Teacher,Negotiable
For details about off-campusjobs, see the
#C274•91, Applied Music Instructor,
job board at TSC 106 or visit
Negotiable
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
BE FLEXIBLE••• SAVE$$$
#C050-94,UndergraduateTeachingFellow,
Europe$239(o/w+ taxes)
Storageunits6X12,and 12X24fencedw/locked
$5.15/hr
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
gate,good rates. J&KStorage753-0653
#C719·95, Undergrad Teaching Fellow-#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Companion,
$7/hr
Hawaii$129(olw)
MusicTechnology,$5.15/hr
#0427,SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
Mexico/Caribbean$209(r/1+ truces)
#Cl 24-92, Speech Instructional Assistant,
Call;
800-834-9192
#0482,
Custodian,
$6.75/hr
Why rent when y011can ownYOlkshire
Village
$5.25/hr
www.4cheapair.com
#0475,Enumerators/CrewLeaders,$9.50/hr
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroom
homes,1 & 2 cai
IC20&-96,Tutor,$5.25/hr
#0368,DaycareManager,Negotiable
garage, first time buyers programavailable.
#C532-98,TechnicalAssistant,$5,50/hr
#0271,MarketResearch,5.501hr
Modelhomeat 1800North300Wes~Logan,or
IC335-97,Biological Technician,$5.15/hr
call755-6699.www.yorkshirevlllage.com
A labor of Love-ChildbirthEducationand Pro- #0362,Production,SS.15/hr
#C263-95,Model(Art Classes), $8.00/hr
fessionalLabor Support(Doula)Seivicescall #0718,Production,$5.15/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
#0363,Production,$5.15/hr
Christina245-ml
#C623-98,SaladFood Preparation,$5.15/hr
#0385,Cook,Negotiable
#C358-00, Undergraduate Research
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,$5,15/hr
Associate,$5.50/hr
#0381,DebateJudge, $30/day
AUDIO RESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS Blue Water Scuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
#C171-95,Nole Taker,SS.15/hr
#0226,CertifiedNursingAssistant,$7.15/hr
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
air station.We can take care of all your scuba #0690,SandwhlchMaker,$5.15/hr
#C635-98,CarouselLine workers,5.15/hr
HaveAll YourCasseltes/8tracksll..P's
& DArs
needs.Sales,rentals.and instructions.Classes
#C360-00,WebDeveloper,BOE
DigitallyTransferredto CompactDiscs. We are year round,youcan be certified;njust two #0628, Customer Service Representative,
#C356-00,DuplicationTechnician,$6/hr
Offerthe BESTSOUHDQUALITYAvailablein weekends! Group rates available.For more S7/hr
#C355-00,WebProgrammer,
$12/hr
#1095,Foster/Proc1orCare,$500/month
UtahWithSonicSolutionsNo Noise& CD Pre- info. call 752-1793.
#C269-94,Phonathon
Galler,$7.00/hr
#0644,SoccerReferee,Neg.
Mastering.
#P036-93,Lifeguard,
$5.50/hr
#0693,Manager,Sales,Office,Nego11able
PBOFESSI.ONAL STUDIO
•..
#C350-00,Research
Assistant,
$5.62/hr
#0704,ManufacturingEngineeringTech,
EoVIPMENJ
••. ·
#C352•00
, MachineShopAssistant,
$5.15/hr
Cassette/LP
to CD=$25
. .
to928, Driver,see below
FOR
ACCELERATED
LEARNING,
/BOE
DigitalAudJO
Tapeto CD=$30
.
#0703,Washer,5.151hr
More
focus
,
concentration,
&
productivity
#C349-00,
Writer,$7/hr
45-78rpmLPs/8track/Reel
to Reel
#0702,Cashier/CateWorker,
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
to CD=$35
IC343-00,Tutor,9.00/hr
#0701,Flight Companion,
www.radiosonic.net
All duplicatecopies$10 each.
#C034-00
, Technician,$5.50/hr
#0700,Front DeskClerk,$6/hr
orcall 1-888-852-1447
ForMoreInformation
CallDavect
Of
IC339-00,Research
Technician,7.00/hr
#0165,Delivery/Warehouse,
$6/hr
J-'
.,,
menliln#1000
Emailwebmaster@spectradesign.com
(Seiving
#C103-92,&hut1te-Btls-Oriver,
SS.75/m • ,i~
#06991 Housekeeper,$7/hr
for
a
10%
student
disco
ol
CacheValleySince1976
#C326-00,IrrigationTechnician
, $7/hr
#0698,WebProgrammer,7.00/hr
tC564-98,DataTechnician,
$7.50/hr
#0697,ManufacturingEngineeringTech,
#C317-00,Research
Technician,$6·10.00/hr
#0705,Controller,Neg.
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
"Goto the CareerFairfrom9-3today!"
#C316-00,Programmer,
11.50/hr
#0694,GeneralLaborer,S8.00/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist,
5.75/hr
#0696,Custodian,$6/hr
#C113-00
, LabAssistant,$5.15
#1061,Nlghl CleanUp, $7/hr

bonus!Pre-launchopportunily.Call 800-7989688. mepelers1@bigplane1.com
jacloeopelersonOaol.com
Makemoneynow 0on·1Delay'!!

GETOUTOFDEBTnow!Consolidale
yourbills,
lowermonthlypayments,
save$1,000'sin Interest. Freeconsullat
Ion. Non-profttMelropolItan
F111ancial
Management
loll-free1.an-975-1994
www.deblcutter.org

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.housing101.net...
Yourmoveoff campus!

JEWELR~

Certified JC M1llemiumcut
facets.CallJoel Nelsoncollect
Old FarmPrivateFemaleContractlor Spring. 5230\ jnelsonObr.state
.ut.us
Fourother roommates.Goodlocation- across
fromshuttlepick-up.Bargainprice- $800. Call
(208)524-2471- ask lor Cindyor Cheryl.

$6

.monds. 88
LC 801-278-

USU:StudentEmployment• OFFCAMPUS
JOBS

#C265-97, Substitute Activity

TRAVEL

INSTRUCTION

GATEWAY
COMPUTERS
... FACTORY
direct$0
down. Low monthlypayment.Penl,um111-600
available.
Resolved
creditproblems
OKICallby
Mar3, forlreeprinterOMC800-477-9016
Code
WZC!o
FORKLIFTS
. MANYTYPES
, Towablechamp,
IngersolRandlraclorlift. Fordd esel vacuum

SERVICES

r~,
1
HAIRCUTS~
~

Good with Chelsea B.. Katie, Lindsay
and Chelsie G. USUID Required .

~

REGULAR
$10.00

#0689,Public Relations,6.501hr
#0692,Cashier,
#0113, Part Time Cleaning/Managerial,
7.00/hr
#0691,Accoun11ng
Intern,
t0686, WeekendCook,BOE/Neg/
to688, SalesRep,Neg.
10445, Housecleaning/GeneralCaregiver,
5.2~.oo
#0180,Afternoon/MorningDeli Worker,
#0291,Cashier,
#0681,SoftwareDeveloper,$BOE
#0063,Warehouseworker,$6/hr
#0684,TaxiDriver,
#0682,Housekeeper,
#0678, Entry-LevelComputer Programmer,
BOE
#0380,Part-limeCook,$7.50/hr
#06TT,SalesRepresentative,Neg.
#0676,ShootingSports Director,$2,000/TL
#0675, Boy Scouts Aquatic Director,
$2,000/TL
#0198,Delivery,S5.25/hr
#0672, Embroidrey Machine Operator,
$6.00/hr
#0671,SafetyTalner,6.951hr
#0673,Manufacturer'sSalesRep,
#0562,In-home RespiteAide, BOE

UpEp'P"e~Uts
_!::~D
45

V1'-'

755-0755 A

-·...........

.
, Two Reasons your car gets cleaner
•

•

•

-.=f....A.._...

at Foothills!!
•

5 minutes of Vacuum Time for $1.00

»

•
•

Other places only give you 3 minutes for $75
(You do the Math)
»

•
•
•

3 Motors in each vacuum instead of 2.

4.5 horsepower instead of 3.0 to suck out the dirt.

•
•

Foothfil Wash
1436 North 1200 Easl

STATEWIDE
ADS

DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
•Coastlo
coastruns'Teamsstart42c-45c"$1,000s,gn-on
bonusfor exp. co.drivers
. Forexperienced
drive<sandowneroperalors1-800-441-4394.
For
graduate
sludenls1-800-338~8.
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STEEL BUILDINGSSALE: 5,000+ sizes.
40x60x14
, $8,236; 50x75x14, $11,003;
USU: Student Employment- ON-CAMPUS 50x100X16,
$14,551;60x100x16,
$16,174.Ministoragebuildings,40x160,32 un,ts,$16,534.
JOBS
Free brochures, www.senlinelbuildings.com
Sentinel
Buildings,
800-327--0790,
Extension
79.

I

,

ffi

Expires 4/30/00

IN DENALI
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1
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-

.,,,.w- • tJewBufbg
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•

monthly special

• O~enuntil 2arn

*2 BuckTang • CleanRoorng

1at
t-ea t 1ng a s:f>ectacu
rnonthlys:peclalwhichIncludes: • ~r>ecial
Bedg
tanning ~lus:lotion!
(10min, 20 min, RuvaBed!:)

••

NEAR

7.52-71Q7• openMonday
thtu~unday
1◄

AIRCRAFT
GROUND
CREW.Traineesneeded
.
Handlers
, luelersandmechan
cs Jobs open.H.S.
gradsto 34.Call1-800-914-8536
AVON- 50%POSSIBLE,
#1 beau~companyii
Ille wood.sellal homeor WOik,
helpersneeded
Independent
salesrep.$20.00startupfee.1-800742-4353

DEVELOPING
UtahState
~"•c. .
UNIVERSITY
•,,-;,-;;;,-...'
BOOKSTORE M~

, ...

JOBS
LODGE

NATIONAL

IDAHOMTN PROPERTY
17 ac /pond $44,900
privalelake. Unbelievable
buy -$20,000under
appraised
value!Enjoyone of Idaho'spremier
recreationalareas 1us1short dnve lo Boise.
Privalelroul-stocked
lake.1OOO's
ol acrespublic
lands.Underground
utifilies
, soilsapproved,surveyed.SellerpaysclOSing
cosls!Excellent
financing. Callowneroow208-422-9720,
ext85718:30
-8:30

GELBV
IEH BULLS/FEMALESUlah/ldaho
Gelbvieh
Assoc.Bull & femalesale. March4lh C
1:00PM. SpanJSh
ForlcUvestod<
Aucl1on.
For
infocaH4351257-7084.

PARK

MCKINLEY
JOBS MAY-SEPT
& FOOD

FOR APPLICATION
INTERVIEW
CALL OR WRITE:
KEVIN HELWIG

HEALTH
ANDMATERNITY
insurance.
Affordable
rateson individual,sell-employed,
and group
plans.We wo!I( wtthmanycompanies
andcan
helpyouf111d
thebestplanfor less.Davect (801)
233-8694

UTAH POLLED AND Horned Hereford
Associalion.
Butl/He,fer
sale.March4, 2000.Sale
starts1 p.m. Producers,
Salina Utah.Quality
range buts, replacemenlHeilers.(435) 3842387

HORSEAUCTION:
COLORCounlrySupreme
ClassicHorse Sale, Salurday,March41h
. 12
noon,BlackHawkArena,Salina,Ulah.Featuring
severalbroltegeldings,
ranch,performance
, pleasure. etc., stallions,mares,2-in-onepackages
,
3ndyoungstock,fromseveralstateswilhcolor&
Jreeding
galore
. (435)286-2281

CASHIERS
•• 1 0 COOKS
- FRY, LINE,
PREP
••'5 MANAGMENT,
MAINTENANCE,
HOUSEKEEPING
•• . ROOM & BOARD
AVAILABLE

GUITAR
WANTED!
LOCALmusician
v,,11payup
10$12.500for pre-1975Gibson,Fender,Martin,
Rickenbaker,
andGretschguitars.Fenderamplfiersalso.Cal tollfree!1-(800)995-1217
DIRECTnvANDPRIMESTAR
Customers,
gel
S.LC. Channe
is now!K.Jazz& KBVU1ndude.
Free Dish 500 upgrade.Receivelower rates,
morechannels.LimI1ed
time offer.Gal 1·800580-2120

&

WOLFFTANNINGBEDS.Tan at home!Buy
directand savelCommerciaU
HomeunilSfrom
$199.00.
Lowmonlhlypayments.
Freecolorcatalog.Callloday1.a00-842-1310

BOX 329
PORT

(in thf! J;mpotium)

MT.

OTA FLATBED DRIVERSwanted. Moslly
WeslemStales,homeolten,compelilive
pay &
benefitspackage,
top lineconventional
uactors,
MasonTrucking,
Aurora,Utah.(435)529-3734

HATEYOURJOB?Try mine!Workfromhome.
$1500-$5000/monlh.
Set your own hours.Be
yourownboss.www.bebossf
ree.comFEE

•• 50 SEASONAL
•• 25 GIFT SHOP

SUNSPOT
TANNING SALON -.

----------55 N.Main
------

A SMALL

AIR FORCE.
GREATcareeropportunities
avai~
ablefor highschoolgrads.ages17-27.Plusup10
$12,000enl,slmenl
bonusif youqualtfy!Foran
informalion
packelcall 1-800-423-USAF
or vis,1
www.airforce
.com.

OWNA COMPUTER?
Pul ii lo worklwww.wor1clrom-home.neVdfaine
M,nma!lee required.

ALASKA

(excludes specialty beds)

STARTYOUROWNbusiness!Sel your own
sche<lJle.
Controlyour ownincome.Senfrom
yo.,r home.al WOik.lhroughfijndtaisers•
Be an
AvonRepresentalrve.
CallB88-942-4053

IDAHOHEALTH& WELFARE
Health& Sale~
Special,sl33-38K.Mustmanageclaims;know
CFRs;writeprograms;
providelraimng.Degree
preferred.
ookerOidhw
.slalei<lus(208)334-0606
EOE/AA

SUMMER

r-------,_'-<~, $5.00 OFF
,< ,,,,, '

II 'rh

I/I~

I

787-2100

A BABYIS ourdreamLotsof love.lausilterand
securi~ awaitsyour newborn.Stay al• home
mom,devoteddadwillcherishyourbaby.Please
call anyllme.Ten& Richard1-800-974-2280
1800-798-4833

Good for a

/,

Call

LOVING,SUCCESSFUL
COUPLEwisheslo
adopta babylo sharedreams/
adventures.
Warm
home filled w1lh love, laughter& securi~.
Expenses
paid.Lisa/Don1-888-903-2878

r-------: $2.50 tan

',,- '1,1/1/,1,",
·. _.,..,
i: ,,,/

Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall ZOOO

STATATHOMEmom,engineer
dad,& adopted
daugh
ter,wishto adoptnewbornWewillprCMde
a warm,loving,lunfilledhome& financial
securi~- Expenses
paid.Pleasecall Doug& Linda1800-533-0068

••• •• • •• • • ••••• • •••••
l-ley gptlng Chlcb CheckOut Tha
\

ValleyView
APartments

ABORTION?WHY? CONSIDERAdoption.
Warm,secure,lovinghomeavailable
fornewborn
baby.Pleasecallattorneyat 1-800-606-4411.
A704

M&WPOLEBUILDINGS
: 20'x30'x10'
, $3044.00;
24'x36'x10'
, $3920.00;30'x48'x10',$5560.00.
Slallmats4'x6'x3/4',$33.00.Manyolherbuilding
sizes Kil, built, engineering,
financing.Free
brochure.
1-888
-336-8824.

HOMEOWNERS
WITH CREDITwomesmay
nowquckly qualifytor loans.Stonecastle
's a
cirectlenderthatcanlei!youoverthephone-and
withoutobligalion!
Call1-800-700-1242
ext. 374

MONEY$$
-HOLDING
A nole?-Top$ paidnow
for trusldeeds
, mortgage
notes,business
no1es,
insurance
settlemenls andolherperiodic
payculs
CallWendyal JGWentworth
1-800-454-9368

no-2345

sTuoENT

RECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaid
!orseller-Inancednotes& deedsof !rust, real
eslale conlraclS,structuredinsurancese1tlemen1S
. lo11ery
winnings
. Cascade
Funding
, Inc. 1800-476-9644

WE PAYCASHfor the remaining payments
on
lrusl deeds! Mortgager
l Annuities!Lolleriesl
'Nobody beats our pnc,ng!' 800-490-0731,
ext715www.naoonalconlraclbuyers.com

PERSONALS

v

OVERYOURHEADIn deb!??? Do you need
morebreathing
room???Debiconsol
,dabon,no
I!! "Free consu
qualifying
ltahon (BOO)556-1548.
www.anewhorizon
org Licenced,bonded,nonproliVnaUonat
co

MARS/NESTLE,
ETC.ESlab
lishedvendingroule.
Wil sell by 3/12/2000.
$8875m,mmuminvestment $2000+monlhlyincome.Leaseavailable
wilhgood cred,t1-800-637-7444.

FRED RICO'S

TX 78373
(512) 7 49~3026

ARKANSAS,

NEW6" Pizza, Salad &
Garlic Bread

$2.99
ONLINE APPLICATION:
HTTP://WWW.DENALIPARK.COM
EMAILl KEV IN@'DANALIP ARK.COM

·'

Bring In this ad and
receive a Free crlnk
with a medium or
large pizza.
1349 E. 700 N.•752-0130

I

STATESMAN
OFFICE:

797-17'75FAX:797-1760

IckRICH

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

I

statesmancc.usu.edu

www.statesman.usu.edu

Wednesday,
March1
*Graduate student social.
4 to 6 p.m.,East Colony
TSC.
*USU Jazz Ensembles
Winter Concert, 7:30p.m.,
Kent Concert Hall,Adults
$3, Students Free.

*Career Fair (Sunburst
Lounge),9 am. to 3 p.m.,
* Dinner for 12 Strangers
with MikeTullis;7 to
9p.m,.
* Night activityat the Fun
Park,10 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Thmsday,
March2

Outside businessbuilding,
8 to 10 a.m.,
*Dinner for 12 strangers
with Kent Thompson, 6 to
7:30p.m.

*PancakebreakfastTSC
patio, 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Three pancakes,syrup &
OJ, Cost $1.50
*USU Basketball vs
Idaho, 7:05p.m. Spectrum
*Rolls & Hot Chocolate,

h

Friday,March3
*USU Gymnastics vs
TexasWomen's,7 p.m.
Spectrum
*"Echoing Traditional
Ways"PowWow.7 p.m.
Nelson Fieldhouse.
"ParisPromenade"

*

C0NGRATULAilONS,
YOU'VEGlVEN 8IR1l-l
iO A ... Ui-1... Wl-tATLOOKS
LlkE A \.-tOUSEJ.tOLD
SCRUB

~PONGE.

DilbertscoTT
AoAMs

F.Y.I.

• FoundersDay essay<XJlltest.
Write one page on
"WhyI Loveusu·to win a $300 tuition waiver.Due
March 1.David B. HaightAlumni Center. Winner
announced March 7
• Natural Resourceand EnvironmentalPolicy
• Busines,WeekActivities:
March 3, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Brown Programpresent "Recreation.
Tourism,and
F.conomic
Development
In RmalSouthern
Utah
nose brunch, stock market game winner announced.
• LuauDancePractirein Sunburst Lounge.March 1, 8 p.m. Communities"
by BrookeWilliams.March 2, 7 p.m.
Fine Arts Visual 262. Refreshmentsprior to seminar.
March 2. 6 p.m. March 3, 10 a.m. Luau Dance Practiceat
• Get on the bus for the Renobus tripto theBig
Weber.
• NIRSA(lntramurals)
is havinga birthday.
Students & gen- WestTournament!Chartered bus, hotel accommodations,game ticketsS120per person or $110w/Big
eral public come celebrate!Free accessto HPERbuildingfor
all. Free sporting events, swimmingdub presentations & per- BlueCrew membership.Signup and pay in TSC
Room 326 by March 3.
formances.Instructionalclassesand live bands. Free Food!
• 'Sustainable
Landscapes"
ConferenceMarch 3,
March 4, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
•Thinking about summer school?Want to learn another
8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m. Speakerson the topics of land
language?Attend summersdlool
in "CostaRka. If interest- and resource planning and design, FAYFee $10.
Must preregisterby calling797-0512.
ed contact the study abroad officeTSC Room 304 or 797• Drs.Susan Dawsonand Gary Madsen of Sociology,
0601.Deadline for applicationsis March 3rd.
• USUStudents? Participatein the Bestof Americaservice SocialWork and AnthropologyDept will present
project.Teach children in Cache Valleyto make positivelife their research
findinpon current worker-related
choices& avoid drugs & alcohol.Contact Sarah Money
radiation compensation reform. March 7, 1:30 p.m.
sly8j@cc.ucu.edu
or TSC March 6 through 8.
ECCRoom 305.
• EleventhAnnual Cowboy
PoetryRoundup,
March
•Slim down for summer. Join USU's HealthyWeigh.
A
4, Bear RiverHigh SchoolAuditorium.Two sessions
completenutrition and exerciseprogram. Earlyenrollment
each with new and differentpoetry 4 & 7 p.m For
special,$5 off. Contact Brooke797-3223before March 1st
info.call 257-5542.A Dutch Oven Dinner willbe
• March 1 is the application deadline for the National
Student&:change
. applicationscan be picked up in
served 5 to 7 p.m. Reservationfor the dinner can be
AcademicServices,TSCRoom 302. Exchangefor a semester made by callingSteve257-5016or 257-7399,$10 per
person.
or a year at over 150 collegesand universities.

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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THE TECHNOLOGY DEMO

IF IT HAD A USER
INTERFACE YOU
WOULD SEE SOME THING HERE. . .
HERE ... ~ND SOME-

~

ie
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AND THEN YOU'D
BE SAYING, "I
GOTTA GET ME
SOME OF THAT."
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THE SOFTu.lARE
ISN'T 100%
COMPLETE.

SpringFormalDance, 8:30
to 11:30p.m. $5/Delt couple, $7 non-delt couple;
formal LDS standard dress.
*Friday Night Free
Dinner & Movie:"Waking
Ned Divine"6:30p.m.,
Faith& FellowshipCenter

01996 Tribune MediaSemces.,lnc.
Al Rights Reserved.
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$4.99
·
$4.99
Aggie
Aggie
Special!

Special!

For delivery

north of 200 N and USU campus

south of 200 N and Island area

expi~

03/13/00

________
_ ...__________
...__________
.,.

Limited delivery areaa. Not valid
with other offer._ Ca•tomers
pay•
applicable
.. te• tall. Oar dirven
c-ry
le• than $20. 1999 Domlno':J

..._

For delivery

Get our 12"
medium
original
cheese
pizza for
only $4.99

e11pires 03/13/00

e11plre• 03/13/00

..

Special!

Get our 12''
medium
original
cheese
pizza
for
only $4.99

Get our 12"
niedium
original
cheese
pizza for
only $4.99

I

$4.99
Aggie

Limited delivery areaa. Not valid
with other offer..
Ca•tomen
pay•
applicable
aale• tax. Oar dirvera
I carry leu than $20. 1999 Domino'~

Limited delivery areaa. Not valid
with other offer..
Ca•tomen
pay•
applicable
aale• tax. Oar dirven
I carry le .. than $20. 1999 Domino'•

I

r---------,r---------,r---------,

!$6.99
!$6.9
!
6.99
Large One Large One Large One
1

I

I

: Topper!

: Topper!

: Topper!

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
plus tax.
I
e•plre• 03/13/00
I Limited
delivery area..
Not valid
with other offer._ Castomen
pay•
I applicable
..ataJL Our dirven
carry le .. than $20. 1999 Domino'•

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
. plus tax.
I
e11pire• 03/13/00
I limited
delivery area-.
Not valid
with other offer..
Ca•t-en
pay•
I applicable
aale• ta11. Oar dirvera
carry le .. than $20. 1999 Domino's

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
plas tax.
I
expire• 03/13/00
I Limited
delivery areas. Not valid
with other offer..
Calltomen
pay•
I applicable
..ae• tax. Oar dirven
carry le .. than S20. 1999 Domino'•

...__________
________
_.J
.J ...__________
.J ....
I Pizza.

Inc.

I Pizza. Inc.

I Pizza. Inc.

~000

Rental & HousinQ
Guide

675 East 600 North
800 N .

7

N.

g

Hi2hli2hts

-~---....J...-.-~
1)
«lte
Old

500 N.

720 North 700 East , •

Main
Hill

[

13

400 N.

.

I

,

•Private Bedroom & Bathroom
.s-,.
•Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each bedroom
41\>~~
•2 phone lines in each bedroom
~~: J'""'
•Laundry in each apartment (no coins!)
C.,~.t..
~
•Modern kitchen facilities
O'
I
•C~~le TV jacks in each bedroom ~
•L1vmg Room
.....
~
,
•
•No parking hassles
~r'~,
•Air conditioning
~
•Internet Services available
ti
•Filled apartment Incentive.
11

,i.

"o
I

I ·

I

NOW ACCEPTINGAPPLICATIONS
FORSUMMER
& NEXTSCHOOLYEAR!

irtalum & ~tnutltigq
For moremformat1on,CallDarla
435-755-8525or 1-800-335-5163

Ehiuburgq& l;igqlttnhtr
For moremformat1on,CallMax
435-753-2900or 1-888-550-6293

Wash,Rinse,Dry...

and 'Wave.
Purchase any selected new Yorkshire Village Townhome and sat•e up

'

I

I

to $2,200.00 on closing costs. Spin into additional savings on selected
Townhomes which include a washer, dryer, and microwave oven.

2 & 3 Bedroom Models Start at $ 84,000

435.755.6699
Our model J.omei• open dai'1,10-6 : Saturday 11-4
Visit our townhomes on-line
at www.yorkshirevillage.com

/ax.,. at 435-755-9606

Colt for spf'c1fir details on this
IV'

1m

('

Offer bpires

Contact Homebase Realtors

I

f'

ft

03131/00
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MOUNTAIN
VIEWPROPERTIES

!Iii

a:

I

PUT

iX

YOURSELF

IN

OUR

l

D.
11!

Manywith private bathroom,
washer/dryer.microwave,etc

1 • Brentwood
Glenwood
Lynwood
q • Ever,;reen
. • Parkplace
• Aspen
Cove
• Ed8ewood
- Garden
View

I· l •
j I •
;

Summer@ $9()/mOnth
(shored)

1

!

PLACE

and $115/month
(private )
and up.

1999-2(0) School Year
$1350 (sr.:ired) on : up
$1700 (p"vote) or: ; up

..._ _______

_.

For school year,
call for bargain orlce :,.

I

.I 550 N~

MAIN #113 • CALL 753-07,20OR l-800-500-0071

J

... e

ew Apartments

Now renting f-or the 2000-2001 school fiear

''In your own
1''
BackJ1iarid
I111111:,:it11~1l!:llli,,,·
:·
•
• I

11

,,,,' 1,I,
,,,,i1i
'

I I,,

!!1:l.-:::
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''

• Low Monthly Rates
• Private and Shared Rooms
Available

//

I

Located at 780 E. 1000 N.
Contact managers for applications
753-6274 ·0, 752-9325

Some Definitions:
Talk the talk and then you can walk the walk
PayingRent
•Do not pay your rent in
cashwithout getting a receipt
signedby your landlord or representative.If possible,do not
pay your rent by moneyorder
unlessyou deliver it personally
and get a receipt. If a money
order is lost in the mail, it
takes up to six months to
trace. In the meantimeyour
landlordwill want the rent that
is legitimatelydue. This can
result in your havingto make
two rent paymentsor being
evictedfor nonpaymentof
rent.
Paymentof rent by check
givesyou an automatic receipt
when the landlord cashesit.
You can stop paymenton a
checkif it gets lost in the mail.
You can alsowrite on the
checkwhich month the rent is
for to avoid confusionlater.

laundryequipment.musical
instruments,bedding,professionaltools or books (up to
$1,500 in value),food storage. clothingand most furniture.
•The landlordcannotseize
your property, only a sheriff r
constablewho is following a
court order can.
Deposits
Generally,when you rent a
placeto live, the landlordwill
ask you to pay a depositto
protect the rental property
againstdamages.If any part of
the depositis not refundable,
you must be informed of this
in writing when the landlord
receivesthe deposit.
Whenyou move,your landlord must return your deposit
or explainin writing why they
havenot done so. Legitimate
reasonsfor your landlordto
keeppart or all of your deposit
would be
•if you owed rent
•if you damagedthe property,
•if your leaseor rental agreement statedthat when you
moved,moneycould be
deductedfrom the depositfor
cleaningor other maintenance
costs.
•if your rental agreementstated that the depositwas nonrefundable.

Lessor's/Landlord's
Lien
•When you move into an
apartment,your landlord automaticallyhasa claim or lien on
someof your personalproperty if you shouldfall behind in
your rent. However,the landlord cannotjust walk into your
apartmentand take things.
•The landlord must get a court
order which orders a law
enforcementofficer to take
and hold someof your property until you pay what you owe.
Property that can be taken
Notification
includessuchthings as televiIf your landlord keepsapart
sions,sporting goods,stereos. or all of your deposit,he or
etc. Property that cannot be
. she must provideyou with an
taken includesyour refrigeraitemizedlist of any deductions
tor, stove, sewing machine,
made.The landlord must send

this list and any remaining
depositmoneyto you within
30 daysof your movingout or
15 daysafter receivinga forwarding address,whicheveris
later. It is your obligationto
give your landlorda forwarding address.

NOTthe agreementyou don't
understand.If you do understandthe agreementbut don't
like it, Don't Sign It. Tell the
landlordwhat you don't like;
negotiateto changewhat you
don't like.
efore you sign, makesure
the documentincludesthe following information:
1) Names,addressesand
phonenumbersof persons
who are signing.
2) Locationof the property you are going to rent.
3) Amount of rent agreed
upon.

Small ClaimsCourt
Whenyou moveout of a place
that you havebeenrenting. if
your landlorddoesnot voluntarily return you
depositto you or provideyou
with the itemizedlist of deductions within 30 days,you may
suethe landlordor manager
for the depositplus a $100
penaltyin SmallClaimsCourt.

4) Personsresponsible
fqr utility bills.
5)
Extent of landlord's r
obligationto repair and maintain the place.
•
6) Statementthat notices
z
are to be given in writing and ~
where to sendthem.
a
C
7) Descriptionof the
6
I.II
premisesbefore you rent them
and a list of furnishings,if any, •
that are there.
"'
8) Reasonsfor any
depositsyou pay and the conditions under which they will
be returned to you.

Read It Before You Sign It.
Whetheryou sign a rental
agreementor lease,READIT
BEFOREYOUSIGNIT. Find
out what it really says.If you
don't understandit, ask the
landlordto explain.If you
understandthe explanation,
ask the landlordto write down
what was said; then sign the
explanationyou uncferstand,

•orrl#GBAM
]jPAB1M.E#1S
536 N. 600 E. ..~ LOGAN-

Private room/bath: $2A95schootyeor
Shored room/both: $2,095-$2.240
school year
Ftimlshed.Washer/dryerin every'opt.•& prlv(Jte.pc:Jl'l(lrigl
NS.ND~NP
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GETPHONESERVICE
You can call and have phone service connected over the phone. There is usually no
security deposit, depending on a credit
check. There is an installation fee of $25 for
basic service. The monthly service fee on a
private line is approximately $20.
When you call to hook up your phone,
you will need the following information:
*Social Security Number, or ID and copy
of lease agreement.
*Roommate information, their names and
jobs, if you want them to be authorized to
make changes on the account.
*If you have had prior service, you need
to know your former phone number.
*Note: You will be billed a month in
advance, so your first bill will be larger.
*The number to call for the phone installation is 1-800-244-1111.

CABLE T.V. INSTALLED
To have your cable installed, just call, or
go to their offices at 1350 North 200 West .
They will make an appointment for someone
to come to your apartment and install the
cable. They will need your name and
address. You will need to be at home when
the cable installer comes to hook i.t up. At
the time of installment a $16.69 hook-up fee
plus one months service will be collected.
1350 North 200 West, 752-973 I.

HOOK-UP ELECTRICITY
To get power and other utilities hooked
up, you will need to bring the following
items to the Logan City offices on 255
North Main (an individual has to go person):
*A picture ID;
*Four references: (just four people who
know you and their addresses.)
*Employment· information
*Information about the owner of the
house.
*Youwill need a deposit of $100 to get
electricity and gas hooked up. (Questar Gas
will have to hook up gas.)
*If you can provide a letter of credit
(electricity or gas) for a 12-month period.
Deposit can be waived.
*loian Citv 750-9855, 255 North Main

HAVE GAS TURNED ON
There is no deposit required to have the
gas hooked up if you have good credit, but
there is a non-refundable connection fee.
Initiating costs $8 if the gas service in on and
$30 if the gas is off. Questar Gas does
require your signature and ID but you can
do the original installation over the phone.
When you call you will also need your
roommates names.
Questar Gas 752-7751, 45 East 200
North, www.questargas.com

OETFREELEGALHELP
Do you have questions about your contract?
Are you having any legal problems or disputes? If
you can answer yes, then you can take your problems or q~~stions to Scott Wyatt or Don Linton,

lal

NUMBERS
YOUNEEDTOKNOWI
EMERGENCY
•Fire, Ambulance, Police
!Off campus, non-emergency>
................
: .......
.750-9900
•University Ponce <Office>.797-1939
•USU student Health
service ..................
797-1660
eLogan Regional Hospital .752-2050
eAny Emergency <Oncampus>7·911
•Emergency !Off campus> ..... 911,
,Polson Control .... 1·800-456·7707
.cache county
Fire/Sheriff ..............
752-4103

USU NUMBERS
AND OTHERS
•ASUSU Offices .........
.797-1716
•Academic support
services ...............
.797-3373
•Admissions Office ..... 797-1079 &

797-1096

-career Placement ..... 797-7m
-counseling .............
797·1012
•Financial Aid Office .... .7~7-0173
•Housing Office .........
797·3113
•USU Operator ..........
797-1000
•lnfOrmatlon Desk, TSC... 797·1710
•Parking and Visitor
lnfOrmatlon ..............
797·3414
•Registrar's Office .....
797-1101
•Student Legal counsel ... 797-1716
•Statesman ..... 797·1759, 797-1742
•Road conditions .. 1·800·492·2400
•cache county Roads ..... 752-0045
•Your Landlord .........
.

the ASUSU attorneys. Their counsel is free to
Utah State University students and this is a great
service because so many students cannot afford to
go to a private attorney. Their services are funded
through the office of the ASUSU Executive Vice
President.
Scott Wyatt is available on Monday evening from
5-10 p.m. with 'appointments every 20 minutes.
Don Linton is in the TSC Third Floor offices
Thursday evenings with the same schedule. If you
would like an appointment with either Scott or
Don, please call 797-2912or come to the Office of
Student Activities, TSC 326.

Make
anInventory

This is an important document. Properapplication
may prevent you from being held responsiblefor
pre-existing damages.Onecopy should be retained
---== b=y.'!.=._
the tenant and one by the landlord. ===

It is recommendedthat this form be completedbefore moving
into the premises.

------------------------------------------I 1. Kitchen & Dining Area

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

a. cupboards, table, chairs
b. floor covering, window coverin.gs
c. walls and ceiling
d. plastic and tile surfaces
e. appliances
f. sink. faucet fixtures
g. other_____

I 2. Uving Room
1 a. walls and ceiling
I
.
I
b. carpet or rug, .window coverings
I
c. electric fixtures, lamps
1
d. sofa, chairs, end tables
I
I
e. desks, tables
f. other______
I
I 3. Bathrooms
I
I
a. shower, glass, curtain
I
b. tub, toilet, sink
c. toilet, cabinets
I. d. plastic and tile surfaces
e. walls and ceiling
I
f. other_____
I

I

I
I

4. Bedrooms

a. walls and ceiling
b. carpet, rug, floor, window coverings
c. closets, door tracks
d. electric fixtures, lamps
e. beds, mattresses, covers
f. desks, chairs, dressers, tables
g. other______

■I

I
I

1
I

I
I
I
I

I,
5. Hallways Within Unit

a. waUsand ceilings
b. floor coverings
c. closets, shelves, railings
d. electric fixtures
e. furniture
f. other _____
_

••

1
I

I

1
I
I
I

6. Other Areas & Fixtures

a. doors, windows, locks, screens
b. heating and air conditioning
c. _______
_
d. ________
e. ________
f. _______

I

I
1

I

·----------------------------------------J
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Renting an apartment from the tenant's point of view

From the tenant's perspec~ tive the landlord/tenant rela=1tionship can be divided out in
six steps. These steps are
explained briefly below.

i
!

~

1. SELECTINGAN APART{ MENT. This step is the most
': simple and obvious. Many
sources are available to assist
j you in selecting the apartment
'.: most suited to your needs.
Sources include the classified
ads in various newspapers. The
Utah Statesman's Renters·
Guide, the advertising board
located at the west end of the
basement of the Taggart
Student Center and local realtors. Inspect the apartment
thoroughly. Be aware of hidden costs such as utility
expenses.An older apartment
is likely to have higher utility
costs than a new apartment.
Look for parking availabilityremember you cannot park on
the side of city streets during
winter months becauseof
snow removal problems. Know
who your roommates will or
can be.

!

i

i

2. SELECTINGA LANDLORD.This step is largely over
looked, but is the most critical
step. Be aware that when you
shop for an apartment you are
purchasing a place where you

will live and a landlord to deal
with. More tenants become
seriously dissatisfied with their
apartment becauseof a lousy
landlord than becauseof the
quality of the apartment or its
facilities. If your oven goes
out, some landlords will repair
it quickly; others will never fix
it even though you pester
them for months. Some landlord will go to great lengths to
accommodateyour needs and
provide quality service while
others are interested only in
maximizing their revenue and
minimizing their expensesand
efforts.
Here's some advice. Find
several apartments that
seemedacceptableto you.
Then question other people
who live in the same complex
or former tenants who have
moved out. Find out what the
landlord is like and how he or
she responds to various prob!ems. How long did it take hirr
or her to fix the toilet? Did
you get your full deposit back'i
etc. Another advisablething to
do is inspect the apartment
inside and out. Ask yourself
the following questions: Does
the building appear to be properly maintained? Are the yard
and grounds cared for? Are

the sidewalks cleared of now?
The answers to these questions
will give you a feel of how
consciousthe landlord is.

3. NEGOTIATING
A CONTRACT.A rental agreement or
lease is a contract. Never sign
a contract without reading it
and understanding it because
you will be bound by what you
sign. Assumethe landlord
drafted the contract, not to
protect you. but rather to protect his or her interests. You
do not have to sign the contract as the landlord wrote it.
If there are provisions in the
contract you dislike, talk about
it with the landlord and negotiate a change in the languageof
the contract. Add provisions.
Take provisions out. Think
about the consequencesof
what you are signing. Have
both you and the landlord initial the changesand date the
contract. Keep a copy for your
own records.. If you have
questions about the contract,
see a lawyer before you sign it.
4. MOVINGIN. The most
important part of moving in is
collecting evidencethat will
help you get your deposit back
when you move out. Before
you move any of your personal
property into the apartment,
record the condition of the
apartment. Go from room to
room and take careful note.

See it to Believe it CambridgeCourt
Apartments

Take pictures. Use am video
camera. Look for damaged
screen doors or windows. nail
holes in the walls, water damage, scraped walls and paint,
dirty carpet. broken appliances. Everything. Mail a copy
of your list to the landlord or
seal a copy.in an envelopeand
have it registered at the post
office. When you move out
your landlord might try to
make you pay to repair something that was actually broken
before you moved in. You
might be required to have the
room professionally cleaned
when you really left it cleaner

- Social environment
- Indoor pool and jacuzzi
- Unlimited internet/ethernet access
(doesn't tie up phone line)
0

Only $390° for Summer
(most utilites included)

CaII .753 •Snss
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590 Canyon Rd #1
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inspection of the apartment
will take less than an hour and
it might save you hundreds of
dollars (your deposit). It is
worth the time.

S. DEALINGWITH PROBLEMS. Some of the common
questions asked about problems with the landlord include
the following. If you have any
further question see a lawyer.
A. Rent Payments. Always
pay rent and deposits with a
check or get a receipt. If the
landlord disputes a rent payment you will likely have to
prove you made payment.
B. Repairs. You cannot
refuse to pay rent until the
landlord repairs a problem.
You usually cannot force a
landlord to repair problems
unlessthey are serious, such as
no heat. no hot water. no
· working toilet.
C. Eviction. The landlord
cannot evict you without following a technical legal process
and a
judge must order the eviction.
6. MOVINGOUT.Moving
out means getting out with

your deposit. After your property is moved out of the apartment. collect evidenceof the
condition the apartment was in
when you left. Becauseyou
followed the advice above in
number 4. you can now show
the landlord. and a judge if
necessary.that you left the
apartment cleaner than you
found it. That you did not
break the kitchen window.
That the bathroom tile was
chipped before you moved in.
That you deserveyour deposit
back.
The landlord MUST send
you your deposit back or a
written itemization of the reasons he is withholding the
deposit or a portion of the
deposit. This must be sent to
you no later than 30 days after
you move out or 15 days after
you provide him or her with
the address of where to send
the deposit to. which ever is
later. If the landlord does not
comply with this see a lawyer
and take the landlord to small
claims court.

CITY
GUIDE

LOGAN
RENTER'S

Thisis onlya partiallist.
Keepyou eye on TheUtahStatesman
andotnersourcesof rentalinformation.

USU ON-CAMPUS RENTER'S GUIDE
SINGLE STUDENT HOUSING
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Hereis a thumbnail sketch of
generallyacceptedrights and
responsibilitiesassisgnedto ..
rentersand landlordsin a rental or
leasesituation. Aboveall, read all
documentsbefore signing and
keeplinesof communicationopen
betweentenant and owner.

Generally
speaking....
RENTER'S
Responsihilities

.

. OWNER'S

Youlose all of your rights as a rentei: if you are legally evicted. You can be legally
evicted when you do not live up to your responsibiliti~ as a renter.

.

·. ·

.

.·

.

.

Responsibilities
• Pay your full n:nt on time. However, under
cenain circumstances. you have the right to
withhold your n:nt. (See "Dealing With Bad
Housing.")

• Be considerate of other renters and neighbors.
They have the same rights as you do . Keep the
noise level in your home down, so as not to disturb
others .

• Take "reasonable can:" of the property you are
n:nting . It is, after all, the landlord's property and
you an: paying for the use of it. When you move
out of the property, it must be in the same condition
as it was when you moved in, except for normal
wear andJear.

• Abide by all the terms of your lease or rental
agn:ement. If it says "no pets ," don't have pets .

• Let your landlord know when you an: going lo be
out of town or away from home for a period of
time. If possible let them know how to contact you .
If they notice you an:gone, but haven't been
informed ahead of time, they may think you have
abandoned the property . (See"Abandonmen t. ")
• Comply with local board of.health rules for
tenants.
• Keep the place clean.
• Inform the landlord. in writing of needed repai rs
as soon as they an: needed. { See "Dealing With
BadHousing" for details on how 10 do this .)

1 To comply with the law and the health, building, and safety codes of the city or
county in which the property is located.

2

To allow you, in exchange for your rent, to live on the property in peace, without

• Do not incn:ase the number of occupants speci-

unreasonably disturbing you or allowing other tenants of the property to disturb you .

fied in the rental agreement without written
permission of the owner.

3

• Do not cause damage to the property .

non-e,nergency entries~ Fifteen days is proper notice in the case of a rent increase .

• Do not keep , ston: or sell illegal drugs .

4 To maintain the unit in safe and healthy condition and not allow illegal drugs to be ·

To give you proper notice of ch;u;ges in rental terms such as rent increases and of any

made, sold or stored.

• Give the landlord fifteen days' written notice
befon: you move our, unless more time is specified
in your lease or n:ntal agreement .

5
6

If your landlord tries to evict you
because you have not lived up to your
responsibilites, the fact that you have a
baby or small children, that you just
lost your job, or that you have no money
and no place to go will not prevent a
judge from evicting you.

To live up to all the terms of the agreement made with you.
To follow the legal eviction procedure .

You should be aware that if you try to force landlords to live up to
their responsibilities, they might start an eviction case against you.
• You should also know that Utah law allows a landlord to put the
responsibility for repairs on the tenant by including such a section in
the lease or rental agreement. If possible, do not sign such a lease.

Source: Utah Legal Services, Inc., 1995

Source: Utah Legal Services, Inc., 1995

PROPER1Y MANAGEMENT INC.
$1000 up front

KAMPUS
KORNER
800 East 900 North, Logan

Private room with private bath
Shared room with shared bath
Fireplace
Fully furnished
Private cable and phone
Air conditioning
Laundry
Covered parking

WOODROSE

780 North 700 East, Logan

Private room with private bath
Fully furnished
Air conditioning
Laundry
Private parking
Private cable and phone

LOGAN lll'r...iuu::',LI
PRO
MGf. INC.
150 EAST 400 NOJITH, LOGANUf 84321
OFFICE(435)752-5003 FAX(435)752-5956 See at 360house.com/ut/1ppm

V-ATJTJ~y
~
APARTMENTS
Enjoy the freedom

of off campus housing.

Choosebetweena singlelevelapartmentor splitlevelapartment.Each
floorplancomescompletely
furnished
witha largelivingroom, twobedrooms
,
one bedroomand spaciouskitchen/dining
area~ Boththe singleand split
levelapartmentssleepup to fourpeoplewithtwotwin bedsin eachroom.

Herear~justsome of the features:
Allapartments
are completely
furnished
.
Evecy
unithasa largelivingroomand2 bedrooms.
Choosefroma splitlevelapartment
or singlelevelapartment.
PrivatelaundryroomforValley
Viewguestsonly.
Within3 blocksoftheUtahStateUniversity
Campus.
Neara freepublictransportation
stop.
Justa coupleofminutesfroma U.S.U.
shuttlestop
Climate
controlledapartments.
Resisdent
manager.

•

For more information about the
ValleyViewApartmentsCall Toll Free:
·

• 1-800-296-7130•
In Utah call: 1-435-787-2100
!

The ultimate source for Utah State Aggies orts fans
News · Chat rooms • Mess
Instant polls• Hot Ii

• and more

WW
Make
70

the Move
The traditional benefits of living as a
resident On-Campus_.

0rt~VJ"\Pus
HoUSlnG

CLOSE to campus because you ARE. On-Campus!

ACADEMICS .... tutors, classrooms, SUCCESS Program. Choose from dozens
of USU clasess offered on ATV!

NU.SU.

AMENITIES ... computer labs; Internet access; laundry facilities; 24-hour maintenance; well-trained professional and peer staff; award-winning educational,
social, cultural, and recreational programs and activities! And Much More!

ECONOMICAL ... all utilities are included in your rent and fees, including
Aggie cable television and local phone service.
CONVENIENCE ... Open Door Meal Plans at the Junction means unlimited
access to unlimited healthy portions. Karaoke, late night snacks and socializing in
a coffee house atmosphere at The Depot. Your ID card/meal plan also allows
spending Flex Money - no cash to carry!
VARIETY ... Choose from traditional-style or apartment residence halls.
SELECT now to reserve your preferred choice On-Campus.

Call or come by the Housing & Food Services Office, at the
Lundstrom Student Center, for more information and an application!

797-3113

